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1. This afternoon I shall discuss with you historical facts, historical lies, and historical rights in the West 
Philippine Sea.   In my previous lectures, I discussed the legal basis involving the maritime claims of the Philippines 
and China in the West Philippine Sea under international law, in particular the 1982 United Nations Convention 
on the Law of the Sea or UNCLOS.  UNCLOS is the primary international law governing the use of the oceans 
and seas of our planet. UNCLOS regulates maritime claims and disputes but not territorial disputes.  This time 
I shall discuss China’s assertion to so-called “historical facts” that now appear to be driving China’s maritime 
claims in the West Philippine Sea
.  
The Historical Facts in the WPS

2. China had always asserted that its 9-dashed line claim is based on international law.  Thus, in the 2002 
ASEAN-China Declaration of Conduct, China agreed that the maritime disputes in the South China Sea shall 
be resolved “in accordance with universally recognized principles of international law, including the 1982 UN 
Convention on the Law of the Sea.”   There is no mention whatsoever in the 2002 ASEAN-China Declaration of 
Conduct that “historical facts” shall also be a basis in resolving the maritime disputes.  

��� (M[LY�[OL�7OPSPWWPULZ�ÄSLK�PU�1HU\HY`������P[Z�HYIP[YH[PVU�JHZL�HNHPUZ[�*OPUH�ILMVYL�HU�PU[LYUH[PVUHS�[YPI\UHS��
invoking UNCLOS to protect the Exclusive Economic Zone of the Philippines, China stressed “historical facts” as 
another basis for its maritime claims in the South China Sea.  China’s mantra now states that China’s 9-dashed 
line claim is based, in the words of Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi, on “historical facts and international law.”   

��� �.LULYHS�-HUN�-LUNO\P��*OPLM�VM�:[Hќ�VM�[OL�7LVWSL»Z�3PILYH[PVU�(YT �̀�YLJLU[S`�KLJSHYLK�K\YPUN�OPZ�]PZP[�
to the United States,   “territory passed down by previous Chinese generations to the present one will not be 
MVYNV[[LU�VY�ZHJYPÄJLK�¹���*OPULZL�KPWSVTH[Z�UV^�KLJSHYL�[OH[�[OL`�^PSS�UV[�NP]L�VUL�PUJO�VM�[LYYP[VY`�[OH[�[OLPY�
ancestors bequeathed to them.   Two weeks ago, during the Shangri-La Regional Security Forum in Singapore, 
China’s spokesperson, former deputy Foreign Minister Fu Ying, declared that the islands in the South China Sea 
^LYL�¸ÄYZ[�KPZJV]LYLK�I`�*OPUH�O\UKYLKZ�VM�`LHYZ�ILMVYL�[OL`�^LYL�VJJ\WPLK�I`�1HWHU�K\YPUN�>VYSK�>HY�00�¹��-\�
@PUN�Z[YLZZLK�[OH[�¸*OPUH�OHZ�H�]LY`�JSLHY�JSHPT�[V�[OLZL�PZSHUKZ�¹�^P[OV\[��OV^L]LY��NP]PUN�HU`�ZWLJPÄJZ����

Nine-Dashed Line Maps of China.
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5. Chinese leaders and Chinese citizens who entered school after 1947, the year the 9-dashed line map 
was drawn, have been taught that China has historical rights to the South China Sea.  This is of course false and 
merely constitutes state propaganda, but unfortunately the Chinese people now believe in this propaganda as 
“historical facts.”    

6. There are, of course, Chinese scholars who realize that China’s 9-dashed line claim cannot stand impartial 
ZJY\[PU`�IHZLK�VU�HJ[\HS�OPZ[VYPJHS�MHJ[Z���7YVMLZZVY�1PU�*HUYVUN�VM�9LUTPU�<UP]LYZP[`�PU�)LPQPUN��^OV�H[[LUKLK�
the Shangri-La Regional Security Forum in Singapore, said that China should be given more time to clarify its 
 �KHZOLK�SPUL�JSHPT�ILJH\ZL�PM�P[�JSHYPÄLZ�P[Z�JSHPT�UV �̂�P[�̂ PSS�MHJL�KVTLZ[PJ�WVSP[PJHS�WYLZZ\YL��7YVM��1PU�ZHPK��̧ .P]L�
China some time, it will change its stance in the future.”  

7. That change, however, will not happen without the misimpression by the Chinese people on the so-
JHSSLK� ¸OPZ[VYPJHS� MHJ[Z¹�ILPUN�ÄYZ[�JVYYLJ[LK�� � 0M� [OL�HJ[\HS��\U]HYUPZOLK�OPZ[VYPJHS� MHJ[Z�HYL�WYLZLU[LK� [V� [OL�
Chinese people, then change will follow naturally.  That is why it is important to discuss the actual historical facts 
in the West Philippine Sea, with a caveat. 

8. Historical facts, even if true, relating to discovery and exploration in the Age of Discovery (early 15th 
century until the 17th century) or even earlier, have no bearing whatsoever in the resolution of maritime disputes 
under UNCLOS.   Neither Spain nor Portugal can ever revive their 15th century claims to ownership of all the 
VJLHUZ�HUK�ZLHZ�VM�V\Y�WSHUL[��KLZWP[L�[OL������7HWHS�)\SS�JVUÄYTPUN�[OL�KP]PZPVU�VM�[OL�[OLU�\UKPZJV]LYLK�
world between Spain and Portugal.   The sea voyages of the Chinese Imperial Admiral Zheng He, from 1405-
1433, can never be the basis of any claim to the South China Sea.  Neither can historical names serve as basis 
for claiming the oceans and seas.   The South China Sea was not even named by the Chinese but by European 
navigators and cartographers.  The Song and Ming Dynasties called the South China Sea the “Giao Chi Sea,” 
and the Qing Dynasty, the Republic of China as well as the People’s Republic of China call it the “South Sea” 
without the word “China.”  India cannot claim the Indian Ocean, and Mexico cannot claim the Gulf of Mexico, 
PU�[OL�ZHTL�^H`�[OH[�[OL�7OPSPWWPULZ�JHUUV[�JSHPT�[OL�7OPSPWWPUL�:LH��Q\Z[�ILJH\ZL�OPZ[VYPJHSS`�[OLZL�IVKPLZ�VM�
water have been named after these countries. 

Philippine Sea
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9. Neither can ancient conquests be invoked under international law to claim territories.  Greece cannot 
JSHPT�,N`W[��0YHU��;\YRL`�HUK�[OL�SHUK�Z[YL[JOPUN�\W�[V�7HRPZ[HU�Q\Z[�ILJH\ZL�(SL_HUKLY�[OL�.YLH[�JVUX\LYLK�
[OH[�WHY[�VM�[OL�^VYSK�MYVT���������)*���5LP[OLY�JHU�4VUNVSPH�JSHPT�*OPUH�Q\Z[�ILJH\ZL�.LUNOPZ�2OHU�HUK�
2\ISHP�2OHU�JVUX\LYLK�*OPUH��^P[O�2\ISHP�2OHU� MV\UKPUN� [OL�@\HU�+`UHZ[`� [OH[� Y\SLK�*OPUH� MYVT������ [V�
�����(+����5LP[OLY�JHU�0[HS`�JSHPT�[OL�SHUK�JVUX\LYLK�HUK�Y\SLK�I`�[OL�9VTHU�,TWPYL�MYVT����)*�[V�����(+��
stretching from Europe to the Middle East. 

11. In the early 17th century, Hugo Grotius, the founder of 
international law, wrote that the oceans and seas of our planet 
belonged to all mankind, and no nation could claim ownership to 
the oceans and seas.  This revolutionary idea of Hugo Grotius later 
became the foundation of the law of the sea under international law.   
Coastal nations could claim as their territorial sea only a narrow 
belt of coastal waters extending to three miles from their shore, 
the distance that a cannon ball could travel.   The maritime space 
and resources beyond this three-mile territorial sea belonged to all 
nations. 

10. Under international law, as held in the famous 1928 Island of Palmas case between the United States as 
the colonial power in the Philippines and the Netherlands as the colonial power in Indonesia (Permanent Court 
of Arbitration 1928), a state cannot maintain title to territory based on discovery alone where subsequent to such 
discovery another state has shown “continuous and peaceful display of territorial sovereignty” over the same 
[LYYP[VY �̀��>OPSL�TLYL�KPZJV]LY`�TH`�OH]L�ILLU�Z\ѝJPLU[�[V�HJX\PYL�]HSPK�[P[SL�[V�[LYYP[VY`�PU�[OL���[O�JLU[\Y �̀�[OL�
continued validity of such title over the centuries requires compliance with new conditions required by evolving 
PU[LYUH[PVUHS�SH^�MVY�[OL�HJX\PZP[PVU�VM�Z\JO�[P[SL����)LZPKLZ��ZPUJL�[OL�[PTL�VM�KLJVSVUPaH[PVU�HM[LY�>VYSK�>HY�00��
the consent of the people in the disputed territory is now paramount to any territorial claim as embodied in the 
right to self-determination of nations that were conquered and colonized by other states.  

§

1893 Map of Island of Las Palmas

Hugo Grotius -  Founder of International
Law and author of Mare Liberum
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���� <UKLY�[OL�� ���<5*36:��[OPZ�ILS[�VM�[OYLL�TPSL�[LYYP[VYPHS�ZLH�̂ HZ�L_[LUKLK�[V����54���)L`VUK�[OPZ�HYLH�
\W�[V�����54�MYVT�[OL�IHZLSPUL�VM�P[Z�JVHZ[��H�JVHZ[HS�Z[H[L�OHZ�VUS`�ZWLJPÄJ�ZV]LYLPNU�YPNO[Z��SPRL�[OL�L_JS\ZP]L�
YPNO[�[V�L_WSVP[�[OL�SP]PUN�HUK�UVU�SP]PUN�YLZV\YJLZ�MV\UK�^P[OPU�[OPZ�THYP[PTL�HYLH�JHSSLK�[OL�,,A���)L`VUK�[OL����
54�[LYYP[VYPHS�ZLH�HUK�^P[OPU�[OL�����54�,,A��HSS�Z[H[LZ�OH]L�MYLLKVT�VM�UH]PNH[PVU�HUK�MYLLKVT�VM�V]LY�ÅPNO[����
)L`VUK�[OL�����54�,,A�\W�[V�����54�MYVT�[OL�IHZLSPULZ�VM�[OL�JVHZ[��[OL�JVHZ[HS�Z[H[L�OHZ�VUS`�[OL�ZV]LYLPNU�
right to exploit the non-living resources in its continental shelf, and all states, coastal or landlocked, have a right 
[V�L_WSVP[�[OL�SP]PUN�YLZV\YJLZ�^P[OPU�[OPZ�ZHTL�THYP[PTL�aVUL����)L`VUK�[OL�����54�,_[LUKLK�*VU[PULU[HS�:OLSM�
lies what is called in UNCLOS as the Area, which is the Common Heritage of Mankind, an area completely 
belonging to all states, coastal or landlocked.  

13. Despite the irrelevance of historical facts, such as ancient discovery, exploration or conquests, to 
present-day maritime claims under UNCLOS, China persists in invoking “abundant historical facts” as basis 
for its 9-dashed line claim. China, however, does not specify what these historical facts are.   As a matter of 
academic exercise, and to present the actual historical facts to the Chinese people, we shall gladly oblige China 
HUK�KPZJ\ZZ�[OL�HJ[\HS�OPZ[VYPJHS�MHJ[Z�PU�[OL�:V\[O�*OPUH�:LH��ILNPUUPUN�������)*����

���� :VTL� ������ [V� ������ )*��
people from the southern coast of 
China migrated to Taiwan, crossing 
the narrow Taiwan Straits.  These 
migrants were not Chinese because 
they did not speak Chinese but an 
early version of the Austronesian 
language. These migrants cultivated 
rice and yam, and domesticated 
pigs and chicken.  Over a thousand 
years they developed in Taiwan the 
Austronesian language.   Then from 
������)*�VU^HYKZ�[OL`�Z[HY[LK�[V�
TPNYH[L�[V�[OL�)H[HULZ�0ZSHUKZ��[OLU�
to Northern Luzon, the Visayas, 
HUK� 4PUKHUHV�� � (IV\[� ������ )*�
[OL`� YLHJOLK� )VYULV� HUK� ZWYLHK�

Austronesian Dispersal  -   from Paths of Origin, the 
Austronesian Heritage
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[V�:\SH^LZP��1H]H��[OL�4HSH`ZPHU�7LUPUZ\SH��:\TH[YH��7HW\H�5L^�.\PULH��;PTVY��[OL�7H[[HUP�YLNPVU�PU�;OHPSHUK��
HUK�[OL�*OHTZ�HYLH�PU�=PL[UHT�HUK�*HTIVKPH���(SZV�HIV\[�������)*�[OL`�YLHJOLK�7HSH\��[OL�4HYPHUHZ��.\HT��
Micronesia, Melanesia, and Polynesia.  About 1,000 AD they reached Madagascar, and New Zealand, and 
thereafter Easter Island and Hawaii.   

15. The Austronesian migration is the widest dispersal of people by sea in human history, stretching from 
4HKHNHZJHY� PU� [OL� 0UKPHU�6JLHU�Vќ� [OL�JVHZ[�VM�(MYPJH� [V�,HZ[LY� 0ZSHUK� PU� [OL�ZV\[OLYU�7HJPÄJ��>OH[�IPUKZ�
[OL�WLVWSL�^OV�WVW\SH[LK�HSS� [OLZL� MHY�Å\UN� PZSHUKZ� PZ� [OL�(\Z[YVULZPHU� SHUN\HNL�� � �;OL�4HSH`V�7VS`ULZPHU�
languages, which include Tagalog, are derived from the Austronesian language. The word Austronesian comes 
from the Latin word “auster” which means south wind, and the Greek word “nesos” which means island.  More 
than 400 million people speak Austronesian languages.  The purest Austronesian languages are found in Taiwan 
where some one-half million Taiwanese Austronesians, the natives of Taiwan, still live today. The homeland of the 
Austronesian people is Taiwan.  

Vahoaka - Malagasy

Balangay - Philippines
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���� OV^�KPK�[OL�(\Z[YVULZPHUZ�TPNYH[L�V]LY�]HZ[�KPZ[HUJLZ�PU�[OL�7HJPÄJ�6JLHU��0UKPHU�6JLHU�HUK�:V\[O�
China Sea?   The answer is the outrigger sailboat  -   called balangay in the Philippines, vaka in Hawaii, vawaka 
in Polynesia, and  vahoaka in Madagascar.   Prof. Adrian Horridge, in his paper The Austronesian Conquest of 
the Sea – Upwind (The Austronesians��LKP[LK�I`�)LSS^VVK��-V_�HUK�;Y`VU���������^YP[LZ!�

 The built-up dug-out or planked canoe with an outrigger and sail has been the principal 
technology for survival and colonization for the sea-going peoples who spread over Island 
:V\[OLHZ[�(ZPH�HUK� MHY�V]LY� [OL�7HJPÄJ� MVY�H[� SLHZ[� [OL�WHZ[� ML^� [OV\ZHUK�`LHYZ��>L�KLK\JL�
this from the present and presumed past distributions and structures of the canoes. With the 
HIPSP[`�[V�JHYY`�ÄYL��MHTPS �̀�KVNZ��JOPJRLUZ��[\ILYV\Z�YVV[Z��NYV^PUN�ZOVV[Z�HUK�ZLLKZ�I`�ZLH��[OL�
(\Z[YVULZPHUZ�L]LU[\HSS`�VJJ\WPLK�[OL�7HJPÄJ�0ZSHUKZ��[YH]LSSPUN�PU[V�4LSHULZPH�HIV\[������`LHYZ�
ago and onwards into Polynesia. xxx.

���� ¸)HSHUNH`¹�PZ�HU�(\Z[YVULZPHU�̂ VYK�MVY�ZHPSIVH[��;OL�(\Z[YVULZPHUZ�\ZLK�[OL�IHSHUNH`�MVY�[YHUZWVY[H[PVU��
cargo and trading.  The average size of the balangay was 15 meters in length and 3 to 4 meters in width, 
HUK�JHYYPLK����[V� ��WLVWSL��6UL�IHSHUNH`�L_JH]H[LK�PU�)\[\HU�^HZ����TL[LYZ�PU�SLUN[O���;OL�IHSHUNH`�^HZ�
propelled by buri or nipa�ÄIYL�ZHPS���

���� 7YVM��/VYYPKNL�ILSPL]LZ�[OH[�I`�����)*�̧ (\Z[YVULZPHU�ZHPSVYZ�̂ LYL�YLN\SHYS`�JHYY`PUN�JSV]LZ�HUK�JPUUHTVU�
to India and Sri Lanka, and perhaps even as far as the coast of Africa in boats with outriggers.”   Austronesians 
from the Moluccas started the spice trade with India and Africa more than 1,700 years before the Portuguese 
reached the Moluccas. 

19. We know from the noted Chinese scholar during the Yuan Dynasty, Ma Tuan-lin, that in 982 AD the early 
Filipinos were already travelling to Canton to trade.  In his book A General Investigation of the Chinese Cultural 
Sources, Ma Tuan-lin wrote about traders from the Philippines, which the Chinese at that time called Mo-yi or 
Ma-i.  Ma Tuan-lin stated in his book, published in 1322 during the Yuan Dynasty and republished in 1935 in 
:OHUNOHP!

There were traders of the country of Mo-yi carrying merchandise to the coast of Canton [for sale] 
in the seventh year of Tai-ping-shing-kuo [of the Sung Dynasty, that is 982 AD].

§

Coracora  –  8th Century Bas Relief in Borobudor, Indonesia
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20. As early as 892 AD, early Filipino traders were already sailing back and forth from the Philippines to China 
in their balangays to trade, more than 400 years before the Chinese Imperial Admiral Zeng He launched his 
famous sea voyages from 1405 to 1433 AD.  Centuries before Zeng He reached Southeast Asia, early Filipino 
traders were already regularly travelling to the Moluccas in balangays to trade. This should not be a surprise 
ZPUJL�[OL�IHSHUNH`Z�VM� [OL�(\Z[YVULZPHUZ�¶�[OL�HUJLZ[VYZ�VM� [OL�LHYS`�-PSPWPUVZ���OH]L�JVUX\LYLK�[OL�7HJPÄJ�
6JLHU�HUK�[OL�:V\[O�*OPUH�:LH�PU�[OL�)YVUaL�(NL�ZHPSPUN�[OL�ZHTL�IHSHUNH`Z�
 
���� OL�(\Z[YVULZPHUZ� HSZV� KL]LSVWLK� H�^HYZOPW� JHSSLK�2HYHRVH�I`� [OL�:WHUPHYKZ� PU� [OL�7OPSPWWPULZ� HUK�
2VYHRVYH�I`�[OL�+\[JO�PU�0UKVULZPH���;OL�H]LYHNL�2HYHRVH�^HZ����TL[LYZ�SVUN��^P[O�[OYLL�THZ[Z��HUK�JV\SK�
JHYY`�����VHYZTLU�HUK�^HYYPVYZ���;OLYL�^LYL�IPNNLY�RHYHRVHZ�JHSSLK�YV`HS�QVHUNHZ�^P[O�[YPWSL�WSHURZ�[OH[�JHYYPLK�
200 oarsmen and 100 warriors, like the one Martin de Goiti encountered when he invaded Manila in 1570.  The 
noted historian William Henry Scott, in his paper Boat-Building and Seamanship in Classic Philippine Society 
�7OPSPWWPUL�:[\KPLZ������ �����KLZJYPILK�[OL�2HYHRVH�HZ�MVSSV^Z!

They were sleek, double-ended warships of low freeboard and light draft with a keel 
on one continuous curve, steered by quarter rudders, and carrying one or more 
tripod masts mounting a square sail of matting on yards both above and below, with 
double outriggers on which multiple banks of paddlers could provide speed for battle 
conditions, and a raised platform amidships for a warrior contingent for ship-to-ship 
contact.  Their tripod masts and characteristic S-shaped outrigger supports show up 
PU�[OL�UPU[O�JLU[\Y`�Z[VUL�JHY]PUNZ�VM�)VYVI\K\Y��HUK�[OLPY�V[OLY�MLH[\YLZ�HWWLHY�PU�
Chinese, Portuguese, Italian, Dutch, Spanish and English accounts over a period of 
half a millennium.

Biroco -  pre-Spanish
trading vessel,  from 
Alcina ,1668

Karakoa – 1601 Engraving by C. Nicolas

Karakoa – Philippines,   Artist’s 
Reconstruction
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           Although principally a warship, the karakoa was also used as a cargo and trade vessel.  An account of the 
�����3LNHaWP�L_WLKP[PVU�KLZJYPILZ�[OL�RHYHRVH�PU�[OPZ�THUULY!�¸0[�^HZ�H�ZOPW�MVY�ZHPSPUN�HU`�WSHJL�[OL`�^HU[LK�¹���

22.  The early Filipino warriors who sailed in karakoas were like the Vikings - they pillaged coastal areas.  At the 
LUK�VM�[OL���[O�JLU[\Y �̀�H�ÅLL[�VM�=PZH`HU�RHYHRVHZ�ZHPSLK�[V�3\aVU��HUK�[OLU�[V�;HP^HU��JYVZZLK�[OL�;HP^HU�
:[YHP[Z�HUK�YHPKLK�[OL�-\RPLU�JVHZ[���;OL�OPZ[VYPHU�>PSSPHT�/LUY`�:JV[[�^YP[LZ!
We know that Visayan caracoas were on the Fukien coast in the twelfth century. Governor Wang Ta-yu of 
Ch’uan-chow was eyewitness to a raid by three chiefs with several hundred followers sometime between 1174 

and 1189; he said “the Visayan complexion is a dark lacquer, so their tattoos can 
hardly be seen.”           
    The swift, sleek and long Visayan karakoas, with hundreds of dark skinned warriors 
standing on their platforms with gleaming eyes, struck terror to villagers along China’s 
southern coast. 

���� ,]PKLU[S �̀�[OL�LHYS`�-PSPWPUVZ�^LYL�THZ[LYZ�VM�[OL�:V\[O�*OPUH�:LH�HUK�[OL�7HJPÄJ�6JLHU���:HPSPUN�[OL�
ZLHZ�^HZ�WHY[�VM�[OLPY�SPML�HUK�J\S[\YL���0U�MHJ[��[OL�:HTHSZ�HUK�)HQHVZ�VM�4PUKHUHV�HUK�:\S\�^LYL�ZLH�UVTHKZ�
or sea gypsies  - living in their balangays or vintas all year round, buying and selling merchandise from island to 
island.  

24. Early in the 15th century, from 1405 to 1433, during the Ming Dynasty under the Yongle Emperor and 
the Xuande Emperor, China sent the eunuch Admiral Zheng He on seven voyages to Malacca, Thailand, Sri 
3HURH��0UKPH��@LTLU��:H\KP�(YHIPH��2LU`H��HUK�V[OLY�WSHJLZ���7YVM��/Z\�@\U�;Z»PHV�VM�[OL�+LWHY[TLU[�VM�/PZ[VY`�
and Geography, Nanyang University of Singapore, in his Notes Relating to Admiral Cheng He’s Expeditions 
(Admiral Zheng He and Southeast Asia, edited by Leo Suryadinata, 2005), cites the Ming Dynasty accounts of 
Ming Shih Luh that Zheng He “led a troop of some 27,800 men and 62 big vessels, each measuring 440 feet in 
length and 180 feet in width.” However, Prof. Hsu puts the whole length of Zheng He’s ships at 166 feet or 50.6 
meters. Prof. Hsu explains that Zheng He’s ships could not have had a length of 440 feet and a width of 180 
feet, as cited in the Ming Shi Luh accounts, because “if a ship had such dimension, it was no other than Noah’s 
Ark and was impossible for navigation purpose” as the “proportion of a modern vessel is 9 to 1.”   

���� (KTPYHS�AOLUN�/L»Z�]V`HNLZ�^LYL�HPTLK�WYPTHYPS`�[V�WYVTV[L�[YHKL�HUK�[V�WYVQLJ[�[OL�WV^LY�VM�[OL�4PUN�
Dynasty.  Tan Ta Sen, President of the Admiral Zheng He Society of Singapore, in his paper Did Zheng He Set 
Out to Colonize Southeast Asia (Admiral Zheng He and Southeast Asia, edited by Leo Suryadinata, 2005), 
^YP[LZ!�¸(JJVYKPUN�[V�HYJOP]HS�YLJVYKZ��\WVU�HYYP]HS�H[�H�UH[P]L�Z[H[L��AOLUN�/L�ÄYZ[�YLHK�V\[�HU�PTWLYPHS�KLJYLL�

Coracora Indonesia – 1646 Engraving
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HUK�ILZ[V^LK�NPM[Z�VM�QL^LSY �̀�ZPSR��HUK�WVYJLSHPU�VU�[OL�UH[P]L�Y\SLY��;OLYLHM[LY��[YHKPUN�HJ[P]P[`�^HZ�JVUK\J[LK�¹���
Zheng He invited the rulers of the places he visited to send tributary trade missions to China to formalize a 
[YPI\[HY`�[YHKL�Z`Z[LT���;HU�;H�:LU�L_WSHPUZ�[OL�[YPI\[HY`�[YHKL�Z`Z[LT�PU�[OPZ�^H`!

The idea of tributary trade evolved from the social relationship between the ruler and 
[OL�Z\IQLJ[�� �;OL�LTWLYVY�HZ�H�Z\aLYHPU� MLS[� [OH[�HSS�\UKLY�/LH]LU�HYL� [OL� PTWLYPHS�
[LYYP[VYPLZ��HUK�¸HSS�Z\IQLJ[Z�VM�[OL�^VYSK�WH`�[YPI\[L�[V�[OL�LTWLYVY�¹�;O\Z��MVY�WYLZ[PNL�
reasons, the tributary transactions should be conducted in favour of the tributary 
states.  Generous gifts were given to vassal states.  During the early Ming period, 
[OL�JV\U[Y`�Z\ќLYLK�MYVT�H�KLÄJP[�HZ�P[�NH]L�H^H`�[VV�T\JO�[V�¸]HZZHS�Z[H[LZ�¹��;OL�
so-called vassal states were in name only.  Throughout the Ming Dynasty, it had not 
stationed any troops in the vassal states nor occupied territories.

The vassal states were obligated to pay tributes but nothing would happen to them 
PM� [OL`� MHPSLK�[V�ZLUK�[YPI\[HY`�TPZZPVUZ�� �;OL�ILULÄ[Z�VM�ZLUKPUN�[YPI\[HY`�TPZZPVUZ�
MHY� L_JLLKLK� [OH[� VM� UV[� ZLUKPUN�� � )LZPKLZ� NL[[PUN� NPM[Z� VM� NVSK�� ZPS]LY� HUK� V[OLY�
valuables, they had the Ming Empire as patron to protect them.  Therefore, numerous 
native states, big or a small, came to pay tributes to the throne. So the Ming throne 
maintained peace with them and treated them well.  It opposed invasion.  This was 
in line with its economic policy based on an agricultural economy. Thus, under this 
WVSP[PJHS�Z`Z[LT��[OL�Z\aLYHPU�^HZ�VUS`�Z`TIVSPJ���([�[OL�TVZ[�P[�OHK�ZH[PZÄLK�[OL�LNV�
of the feudal emperor.  xxx.

From the standpoint of the trading customs of that time, the tribute was a tax imposed 
on those who wished to sell or buy merchandise in China.  This is similar to the 
import or export taxes imposed by countries today.   Certainly, the native rulers who 
ZLU[�[YPI\[LZ�[V�[OL�*OPULZL�,TWLYVY�KPK�UV[�[OPUR�VM�THRPUN�[OLTZLS]LZ�Z\IQLJ[Z�VY�
subordinates of the Emperor.  They apparently did not mind if the tributes also fed on 
the ego of the Chinese Emperors.  

26. Indeed, during his voyages, Admiral Zheng He never left a single soldier, ship, outpost or colony in any 
of the places he visited.   He had several of the legendary “treasure ships,” laden with precious gifts to give to 
the rulers of the states he visited.   At that time, the voyages were a remarkable and extravagant goodwill visit 
[V�WYVTV[L�[YHKL�^P[O�*OPUH�HUK�WYVQLJ[�[OL�4PUN�+`UHZ[`»Z�WV^LY����AOLUN�/L�UL]LY�JSHPTLK�MVY�*OPUH�HU`�
of the territories he visited, certainly not the seas and oceans he traversed.  After being gifted with precious 
QL^LSYPLZ�HUK�TLYJOHUKPZL��[OL�Y\SLYZ�VM�[OL�Z[H[LZ�OL�]PZP[LK�^LSJVTLK�AOLUN�/L�HUK�WSH`LK�HSVUN�^P[O�[OL�
extravaganza.  

���� ;OL� ZL]LU� ]V`HNLZ� VM� (KTPYHS� ALUN�/L�� \UKLY� ,TWLYVYZ� @VUNSL� HUK� ?\HUKL��^LYL� WYVQLJ[Z� VM� [OL�
,\U\JO�MHJ[PVU�PU�[OL�0TWLYPHS�*V\Y[���;OL�L_[YH]HNHUJL�VM�[OLZL�]V`HNLZ��HZ�^LSS�HZ�V[OLY�WYVÅPNH[L�WYVQLJ[Z�
VM�[OL�@VUNSL�HUK�?\HUKL�,TWLYVYZ��SPRL�[OL�[YHUZMLY�VM�[OL�JHWP[HS�MYVT�5HUQPUN�[V�)LPQPUN��JV\WSLK�^P[O�UH[\YHS�
KPZHZ[LYZ��JH\ZLK�OHYKZOPW�VU�[OL�*OPULZL�WLVWSL�HUK�KYHPULK�[OL�PTWLYPHS�JVќLYZ���;OL�JVUZLY]H[P]L�*VUM\JPHU�
faction in the Imperial Court, arguing for frugality, gained the upper hand.  When the Eunuch faction suggested 
HUV[OLY�]V`HNL�PU�������[OL�4PUPZ[Y`�VM�>HY�JVUÄZJH[LK�HSS�AOLUN�/L»Z�YLJVYKZ�PU�[OL�HYJOP]LZ��IYHUKPUN�[OLT�
HZ�¸KLJLP[M\S�L_HNNLYH[PVUZ�VM�IPaHYYL�[OPUNZ�MHY�YLTV]LK�MYVT�[OL�[LZ[PTVU`�VM�WLVWSL»Z�L`LZ�HUK�LHYZ�¹���)`�[OL�
end of the 15th century, China banned all oceangoing travels.  Ships with more than two masts could not be 
built. The death penalty was imposed on those who violated the ban.  In 1525 the imperial government ordered 
the destruction of all oceangoing ships.  This ban on oceangoing ships lasted until 1567.

28. Admiral Zheng He never visited the Philippines.  The stories that Zheng He visited the Philippines was 
a mistake, as pointed out by Prof. Hsu Yun-Ts’iao in his paper Did Admiral Zheng He Visit the Philippines? 
(Admiral Zheng He and Southeast Asia, edited by Leo Suryadinata, 2005).   Prof. Chiao-min Hsieh of the 
Catholic University of America had written that Zheng He visited the Philippines, thinking that the word “Chan 
Cheng” in accounts written by members of Zheng He’s expedition was an old Chinese name for the Philippines.  
The word “Chan Cheng” was actually the Ming Dynasty name for a Malay state in Indo-China.  

29. Admiral Zheng He’s voyages to Southeast Asia was a remarkable success, unlike the earlier disastrous 
]V`HNL�[OH[�TL[�[OL�MH[L�VM�[OL��� ��4VUNVS�*OPULZL�L_WLKP[PVU�[V�1H]H�ZLU[�I`�[OL�4VUNVS�,TWLYVY�2\ISHP�
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2OHU��MV\UKLY�VM�[OL�@\HU�+`UHZ[ �̀�(M[LY�ILJVTPUN�,TWLYVY��2\ISHP�2OHU�ZLU[�PU���� �LU]V`Z�[V�]HYPV\Z�Z[H[LZ�
PU]P[PUN�[OLPY�Y\SLYZ�[V�ZLUK�[YPI\[HY`�[YHKL�TPZZPVUZ�[V�*OPUH��2PUN�2LY[HULNHYH�VM�:PUNOHZHYP�VM�1H]H��MLLSPUN�
VќLUKLK�H[�[OL�Z\NNLZ[PVU�[V�ZLUK�[YPI\[L�[V�2\ISHP�2OHU��IYHUKLK�[OL�*OPULZL�LU]V`»Z�MHJL�^P[O�H�OV[�PYVU��J\[�
OPZ�LHYZ��HUK�ZLU[�OPT�IHJR�[V�2\ISHP�2OHU���(WWHYLU[S �̀�2LY[HULNHYH�OHK�UV�PU[LU[PVU�VM�O\TVYPUN�2\ISHP�2OHU��

���� ,UYHNLK��2\ISHP�2OHU�ZLU[�[V�1H]H�H�MVYJL�VM��������[YVVWZ�PU�������ZOPWZ��SLK�I`�OPZ�]L[LYHU�JVTTHUKLY�
:OP�WP�� [V� W\UPZO� 2PUN� 2LY[HULNHYH�� � >OLU� [OL� 4VUNVS�*OPULZL� L_WLKP[PVU� \UKLY� :OP�WP� HYYP]LK� PU� 1H]H��
2LY[HULNHYH�� [OL� SHZ[�RPUN�VM� [OL�:PUNOHZHYP�2PUNKVT��OHK�HSYLHK`�KPLK��OH]PUN�ILLU�RPSSLK� PU�H� YLILSSPVU�I`�
1H`HRH[^HUN��^OV�WYVJSHPTLK�OPTZLSM�RPUN���2LY[HULNHYH»Z�ZVU�PU�SH^�9HKLU�>PQH`H�HSSPLK�^P[O�:OP�WP»Z�4VUNVS�
*OPULZL�MVYJLZ�[V�KLMLH[�1H`HRH[^HUN���>PQH`H�[OLU�[\YULK�HNHPUZ[�[OL�4VUNVS�*OPULZL�MVYJLZ��HUK�KLMLH[LK�
them in battle, forcing Shi-pi to sail back to China after losing 3,000 elite soldiers.  

31. In his book Kublai Khan���������1VOU�4HU�^YV[L�[OH[�2\ISHP�2OHU»Z�HK]LU[\YL�^HZ�HU�L_HTWSL�VM�[OL�
3H^�VM�<UPU[LUKLK�*VUZLX\LUJLZ���2\ISHP�2OHU»Z�HPT�^HZ�[V�W\UPZO�2LY[HULNHYH�HUK�[V�ZL[�HU�L_HTWSL�[V�
V[OLY�ULPNOIVYPUN�UH[PVUZ��I\[�2\ISHP�2OHU�VUS`�OLSWLK�LZ[HISPZO� [OL�UL^�4HQHWHOP[�,TWPYL��HU[HNVUPZ[PJ� [V�
*OPUH��[OH[�Y\SLK�1H]H��)HSP�HUK�:\TH[YH�MVY�[OL�UL_[�����`LHYZ����>PQH`H�MV\UKLK�[OL�JP[`�VM�4HQHWHOP[��HM[LY�
^OPJO�[OL�4HQHWHOP[�,TWPYL�̂ HZ�UHTLK�̂ P[O�>PQH`H�HZ�[OL�ÄYZ[�Y\SLY��̧ 4HQH¹�PZ�H�UHTL�VM�H�MY\P[�[OH[�NYV^Z�PU�[OH[�
place, and “pahit” means bitter.   In Visayan, the word “pa-it” also means bitter, and in Tagalog “mapait” likewise 
means bitter – an example of the spread of the Austronesian language in Southeast Asia.  

32. China points to ancient Chinese maps as “historical facts” to claim the islands, rocks, reefs and waters 
within its 9-dashed line claim in the South China Sea.  At the outset, we must stress that under international 
law a map per se does not constitute a territorial title or a legal document to establish territorial rights. In the 
leading case of Burkina Faso/Republic of Mali��� ���0�*�1��������[OL�0U[LYUH[PVUHS�*V\Y[�VM�1\Z[PJL�L_WSHPULK�[OL�
L]PKLU[PHY`�]HS\L�VM�THWZ�PU�[OPZ�^H`!

[M]aps merely constitute information which varies in accuracy from case to case; of 
themselves, and by virtue solely of their existence, they cannot constitute a territorial 
title, that is, a document endowed by international law with intrinsic legal force for the 
purpose of establishing territorial rights.  Of course, in some cases maps may acquire 
such legal force, but where this is so the legal force does not arise solely from their 
PU[YPUZPJ�TLYP[Z!�P[�PZ�ILJH\ZL�Z\JO�THWZ�MHSS�\U[V�[OL�JH[LNVY`�VM�WO`ZPJHS�L_WYLZZPVUZ�
of the will of the State or States concerned.   This is the case, for example, when 
THWZ� HYL� HUUL_LK� [V� HU� VѝJPHS� [L_[� VM�^OPJO� [OL`� MVYT� HU� PU[LNYHS� WHY[�� � ,_JLW[�
PU�[OPZ�JSLHYS`�KLÄULK�JHZL��THWZ�HYL�VUS`�L_[YPUZPJ�L]PKLUJL�VM�]HY`PUN�YLSPHIPSP[`�VY�
unreliability which may be used, along with other evidence of a circumstantial kind, to 
establish or reconstitute the real facts. 

33. Thus, for maps to constitute material and relevant evidence, the contending parties must agree to such 
THWZ��;OPZ�PZ�H�TH[[LY�VM�JVTTVU�ZLUZL��HZ�VUL�Z[H[L�JHUUV[�Q\Z[�\UPSH[LYHSS`�KYH^�H�THW�[V�JSHPT�HU�LU[PYL�
sea or territory and use such map as evidence of title against another state or the whole world.  A state cannot 
enlarge its rights under international law by its own unilateral acts or domestic legislations.  The Philippines 
JHUUV[� Q\Z[� KYH^� H�<�ZOHWLK�THW� PU� [OL�7HJPÄJ�6JLHU� HUK� JSHPT� [OL� LUJSVZLK�^H[LYZ� HZ� P[Z� PUKPZW\[HISL�
[LYYP[VY`�Q\Z[�ILJH\ZL�[OL�HUJLZ[VYZ�VM�[OL�-PSPWPUVZ��[OL�(\Z[YVULZPHUZ��JYPZZJYVZZLK�[OL�7HJPÄJ�6JLHU�PU�[OLPY�
balangays three thousand years ago.   Yet, this is exactly what China did in 1947 when China drew its 9-dashed 
line map in the South China Sea, claiming as basis “historical facts.” 

34. We shall gladly accept China’s invitation to look at the historical facts by examining three types of ancient 
THWZ!�

 First, ancient maps of China made by Chinese authorities or Chinese individuals; 

 Second, ancient maps of China made by foreigners; and 

 Third, ancient maps of the Philippines made by Westerners or Philippine authorities or individuals.   

(SS�[OLZL�HUJPLU[�THWZ�ZOV^�[OH[�ZPUJL�[OL�ÄYZ[�*OPULZL�THWZ�HWWLHYLK��[OL�ZV\[OLYUTVZ[�[LYYP[VY`�VM�*OPUH�
has always been Hainan Island, with its ancient names being Zhuya, then Qiongya, and thereafter Qiongzhou.  
Hainan Island was for centuries a part of Guangdong Province until 1988 when it became a separate province.  
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Ancient Maps of China Made by 
Chinese Authorities or Individuals
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1136 AD “Hua Yi Tu”

1389 “Da Ming Hun Yi Tu “or The Great Ming Dynasty Amalgamated Map

a. Engraved in stone in Fuchang in 1136 AD during the Song Dynasty, this map of China was published 
in 1903(?) in France from a rubbing of the stone engraving.  The stone map is entitled “Hua Yi Tu” or Map of 
China and the Barbarian Countries.  The stone map is now in the Forest of Stone Steles Museum in Xi’an, 
China. The stone map shows Hainan Island as the southernmost territory of China.  The annotations 
on the sides of the map are not part of the stone engraving.  This digital reproduction is from the U.S. Library of 
Congress (Catalogue No.2002626771; Digital ID g7820 ct000284). 

b. Published in 1389 (?) during the Ming Dynasty, this map is painted in color on silk and is entitled “Da 
Ming Hun Yi Tu” or the Great Ming Dynasty Amalgamated Map.  The map shows Hainan Island as the 
southernmost territory of China���;OL�VYPNPUHS�VM�[OL�THW�PZ�̂ P[O�[OL�-PYZ[�/PZ[VYPJHS�(YJOP]L�VM�*OPUH�PU�)LPQPUN��
;OPZ�KPNP[HS�YLWYVK\J[PVU�PZ�MYVT�>PRPTLKPH�*VTTVUZ��^OPJO�ZV\YJLK�P[Z�JVW`�MYVT�[OL�SPIYHY`�VM�[OL�/VUN�2VUN�
)HW[PZ[�<UP]LYZP[`�O[[W!��NLVN�ORI\�LK\�OR�.,6.������*OPULZL�*H[HSVN�HT��FTHW��O[T���

§
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c. Published between 1547 and 1559 by the 
Ming Dynasty, this map is entitled the “Da Ming Yu 
Di Tu” or the Atlas of the Ming Empire.  The map 
shows the then 13 provinces of China.  Taiwan is 
not included.  The map shows Hainan Island as 
the southernmost territory of China. This digital 
reproduction is from the U.S. Library of Congress  
(Catalogue No. 2002626776;   Digital ID   g7820m 
gct00125 ).

K�� 7\ISPZOLK�PU������I`�1\UOLUN�A\V�K\YPUN�[OL�4PUN�+`UHZ[ �̀�[OPZ�THW�PZ�LU[P[SLK�¸Tian Di Tu” or the 
Atlas of Heaven and Earth.  This map shows Hainan Island as the southernmost territory of China.   
This digital reproduction is from the U.S. Library of Congress (Catalogue No. 200262675; Digital ID g7820m 
gct00225).

1547-1559 “Da Ming Yu Di Tu” or the Atlas of the Ming Empire. 

1601 “Tian Di Tu” or the Atlas of Heaven and Earth. 

§
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L�� 7\ISPZOLK�PU�)LPQPUN�PU������I`�[OL�4PUN�+`UHZ[ �̀�
this map is entitled “Kunyu Wanguo Quantu” or A Map 
of the Myriad Countries of the World�� � � ;OL� 1LZ\P[�
priest Matteo Ricci created this world map upon request 
of the Ming Emperor Wanli.  Ricci was assisted by Zhong 
Wentao, Li Zhizao, and other Chinese scholars.  Not 
^PZOPUN� [V�VќLUK�[OL�*OPULZL�^OV�ILSPL]LK�[OH[�*OPUH�
was at the center of the world, Ricci moved China from 
the eastern fringes of his world map towards the center, 
placing the American continent to the right and the 
European and African continents to the left.  However, 
since there are six panels in Ricci’s world map, the 
panels can be rearranged so that any part of the world 
can be placed at the center.  This map shows Hainan 
Island as the southernmost territory of China.  
This digital reproduction is from the U.S. Library of 
Congress (Catalogue No. 2010585650; Digital ID g3200 
ex000006Za,b and g3200m gex00001).

f. Published sometime between 1606 and 1624 during 
the Ming Dynasty, this map is called the Selden Map of China 
ILJH\ZL�P[�^HZ�ILX\LH[OLK�I`�1VOU�:LSKLU�[V�[OL�)VKSLPHU�
Library of the University of Oxford in 1659. The maker of the 
map is an unknown Chinese. The map shows China, South 
Asia, Southeast Asia, and East Asia.   The South China Sea 
is conspicuously at the center of the map. The map shows 
China with Hainan as its southernmost territory.   This 
KPNP[HS�YLWYVK\J[PVU�PZ�MYVT�[OL�)VKSLPHU�3PIYHY`�VM�[OL�<UP]LYZP[`�
VM�6_MVYK��O[[W!��ZLSKLUTHW��IVKSLPHU�V_�HJ�\R�THW��

;OPZ�THW�^HZ�YL�KPZJV]LYLK�PU������MYVT�[OL�IHZLTLU[�ÄSLZ�VM�
[OL�)VKSLPHU�3PIYHY �̀�^OLYL� P[�OHK�NH[OLYLK�K\Z[�MVY�����`LHYZ�
MYVT�[OL�[PTL�[OL�L_LJ\[VYZ�VM�[OL�LZ[H[L�VM�1VOU�:LSKLU�KLSP]LYLK�
[OL�THW� [V� [OL�)VKSLPHU�3PIYHY �̀� ;OLYL� HYL� [^V� [OPUNZ�\UPX\L�
about the map itself.  First, China is not shown as the center 
of the world but as part of Southeast Asia and East Asia. For 
[OPZ�YLHZVU��[OPZ�THW�PZ�WYVIHIS`�UV[�HU�VѝJPHS�THW�VM�[OL�4PUN�
Dynasty. Second, this map shows the shipping trade routes, 
with compass bearings, in South Asia, Southeast Asia, and East 
Asia. Trade routes had not previosuly appeared in any Chinese 
THW��;OL�ZOPWWPUN�[YHKL�YV\[LZ�[YH]LYZL�1HWHU��;HP^HU��*OPUH��

1602 “Kunyu Wanguo Quantu” or A Map of the Myriad Countries of the World. 

1606-1624 “Selden Map of China”
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[OL� 7OPSPWWPULZ�� )VYULV�� =PL[UHT�� ;OHPSHUK�� 4HSH`ZPH��
0UKVULZPH� �1H]H� HUK� :\TH[YH���4`HUTHY��.VH� PU� 0UKPH��
and even beyond, strikingly showing that the South China 
Sea was a free and open international trade waterway 
used by all coastal and trading nations during the Ming 
Dynasty. 

     There is another unique thing accidentally related to 
this map - the persona of its owner after whom the map 
PZ�UHTLK���1VOU�:LSKLU��������������̂ HZ�HU�,UNSPZO�Q\YPZ[�
HUK�WOPSVZVWOLY��/L�̂ HZ�H�WVS`TH[O�HUK�WYVSPÄJ�̂ YP[LY��/L�
wrote in 1635 Mare Clausum�\UKLY�[OL�2PUN»Z�WH[YVUHNL��
Mare Clausum, which means the closed sea, refutes 
Hugo Grotius’ Mare Liberum, which means the free sea. 
Mare Clausum articulated England’s position then that 
[OL�VJLHUZ�HUK�ZLHZ�^LYL�Z\IQLJ[�[V�HWWYVWYPH[PVU�HUK�
ownership by individual states. The same view was held 
by Spain and Portugal at that time. Mare Clausum was 
written in answer to the Netherland’s position, expressed 
in Grotius’ 1609 Mare Liberum, that the oceans and seas 
belonged to all nations, thus incapable of appropriation 
and ownership by any state. 

      Today, England, Spain and Portugal, together with 
[OL�V]LY^OLSTPUN�THQVYP[`�VM�[OL�TLTILYZ�VM�[OL�<UP[LK�
Nations, are parties to UNCLOS, which is founded on 
[OL� M\UKHTLU[HS� WYPUJPWSL�� ÄYZ[� LZWV\ZLK� I`� .YV[P\Z��
that beyond the territorial sea, the oceans and seas are 
incapable of sovereign ownership by states. China is also 
a party to UNCLOS, but its position in the South China 
Sea adopts the Mare Clausum�PKLH�VM�1VOU�:LSKLU��HU�
PKLH�^OPJO�PU[LYUH[PVUHS�SH^�OHK�SVUN�HNV�YLQLJ[LK����

������ 0YVUPJHSS �̀�1VOU�:LSKVU��[OL�HK]VJH[L�VM�[OL�JSVZLK�
sea, bequeathed to the world the Selden Map of China, 
which shows that international shipping trade waterways 
like the South China Sea should be free and open for use 
by all coastal and trading nations.  Even more ironical is 
[OH[�1VOU�:LSKLU�^YV[L�Mare Clausum after he acquired 
the map.

1606-1624 “Selden Map of China” Trade Routes

1811 Da Qing Wan Nian Yi Tong Tian Xia Quan Tu” or The Great Qing Dynasty’s Complete Map of 
All Under Heaven 
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1814-1816 Qing Wan Nian Yi Tong Di Li Quan Tu”  or The Complete Geographical Map of the Great 
Qing Dynasty.

g. Published in China in 1811 by the Qing Emperor 
1PHXPUN�� [OPZ�THW� PZ�LU[P[SLK� ¸Da Qing Wan Nian Yi 
Tong Tian Xia Quan Tu” or The Great Qing Dynasty’s 
Complete Map of All Under Heaven.   This map 
shows Hainan Island as the southernmost 
territory of China. This digital reproduction is from the 
U.S. Library of Congress (Catalogue No. gm71005018; 
Digital ID g3200 ct003403).

h. Published in China between 1814 and 1816 by 
Qianren Huang, this map is entitled “Da Qing Wan 
Nian Yi Tong Di Li Quan Tu”  or the Complete 
Geographical Map of the Great Qing Dynasty. This 
map shows Hainan Island as the southernmost 
territory of China. This digital reproduction is from the 
U.S. Library of Congress (Catalogue No. gm71005060; 
Digital ID g7820 ct002256)

§

§
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i. Published sometime after 1815 by an unknown 
Chinese publisher, this map is entitled “Guangdong 
Tong Sheng Shui Dao Tu” or Map of the Waterways 
of Guangdong Province.  This map shows Hainan 
Island as the southernmost part of Guangdong 
province.  This digital reproduction is from the U.S. 
Library of Congress (Catalogue No. gm71002467; 
Digital ID g7823g ct003406).

1815 “Guangdong Tong Sheng Shui Dao Tu” or Map of the Waterways of Guangdong Province.  

1864 “Guangdong Quan Tu” or The Complete Map of Guangdong Province. 

Q�� 7\ISPZOLK�PU������PU�>\JOHUN��*OPUH�I`�/\ILP�:OLUN�HUK�.\HU�:O\�1\��[OPZ�THW�PZ�LU[P[SLK�̧ Guangdong 
Quan Tu” or the Complete Map of Guangdong Province.  This map shows Hainan Island as the 
southernmost part of Guangdong province.  This digital reproduction is from the U.S. Library of Congress 
(Catalogue No. gm71005120; Digital ID g7823g ct003391). 
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1885 “Da Qing Er Shi San Sheng Yu Di Quan Tu” or The Complete Map of the Twenty-Three 
Provinces of the Great Qing Dynasty.  

1887 “Guangdong Quan Sheng Shui Lu Yu Tu” or  Map of the Waterways and Roads in Guangdong 
Province. 

k. Published sometime after 1885 in China by the Qing Dynasty, this map is entitled “Da Qing Er Shi San 
Sheng Yu Di Quan Tu” or the Complete Map of the Twenty-Three Provinces of the Great Qing Dynasty.  
This map shows Hainan Island as the southernmost territory of China.  This digital reproduction is from 
the U.S. Library of Congress (Catalogue No. gm71005068; Digital ID g7820 ct003427).

l. Published in 1887 (?) in China by Li Zhongpei, this map is entitled “Guangdong Quan Sheng Shui Lu Yu 
Tu” or Map of the Waterways and Roads in Guangdong Province.  This map shows that Hainan Island 
is the southernmost part of Guangdong province.   On the upper left side of the map, the annotations of 
3P�AOVUNWLP�Z[H[L!�¸8PVUNaOV\���UHTL�VM�/HPUHU�0ZSHUK�H[�[OH[�[PTL��PZ�MHY�MYVT�[OL�THPUSHUK��OHZ�H�JVHZ[SPUL�VM�
more than 1,400 li (unit of distance in Chinese), and is the territory (of China) that ships navigating to China will 
encounter when coming from Southeast Asia.”  This digital reproduction is from the U.S. Library of Congress 
(Catalogue No. gm71005159; Digital ID g7823g ct003392). 

§
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T�� 7\ISPZOLK�PU��� ��PU�*OPUH�I`�.\HUN_\�)PUN�
Shen, this map is entitled “Huang Chao Zhi Sheng 
Yu Di Quan Tu” or the   Qing Empire’s Complete 
Map of All Provinces.   This map shows Hainan 
Island as the southernmost territory of China.  
This digital reproduction is from the U.S. Library of 
Congress (Catalogue No. gm71005083; Digital ID 
g7820 ct003428).

1896 “Huang Chao Zhi Sheng Yu Di Quan Tu” or  The Qing Empire’s Complete Map of All Provinces.   

§
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1929 “Zhong Hua Guo Chi Di Tu.”

U�� 7\ISPZOLK�PU�� � �PU�)LPQPUN�I`�/LILP�:OLUN�HUK�
Gong Shang Ting, this map is entitled “Zhong Hua Guo 
Chi Di Tu.”  The map mentions the treaties signed by 
China and the harbors opened to foreign powers. This 
map shows Hainan Island as the southernmost 
territory of China.   This digital reproduction is from the 
U.S. Library of Congress (Catalogue No. 2007628129; 
Digital ID g7821f ct002301).  

§
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o. Published in Wuchang, China in 1933(?) by 
Ya  Xin Di Xue She, this map is entitled “Zhonghua 
Min Guo Fen Sheng Xin Tu.”   This map shows 
Hainan Island as the southernmost territory of 
China.  This digital reproduction is from the U.S. 
Library of Congress (Catalogue No. 2006629696; 
Digital ID g7821f ct002303).  

1933 “Zhonghua Min Guo Fen Sheng Xin Tu.”

§
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Ancient Maps of China
Made by Foreigners
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1700 “Carte Exacte de Toutes les Provinces, Villes, Bourgs, Villages et Rivieres du Vaste et Puissant 
Empire de la Chine.”

H���7\ISPZOLK�PU������&��PU�3LPKLU��5L[OLYSHUKZ�I`�1VOHUULZ�5PL\OVM�^OV�THKL�[OL�THW�ILMVYL�OPZ�KLH[O�PU�
1672, this map is entitled “Carte Exacte de Toutes les Provinces, Villes, Bourgs, Villages et Rivieres du 
Vaste et Puissant Empire de la Chine” or An Accurate Map of All the Provinces, Cities, Towns, Villages and 
Rivers of the Vast and Powerful Chinese Empire.  The map shows Hainan Island as the southernmost 
territory of China.    This digital reproduction is from the U.S. Library of Congress (Catalogue No. 87691057; 
Digital ID g7810 ct002857).

§
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1734 “Carte la plus Generale et qui Comprehend la Chine, la Tartarie Chinoise, et le Thibet” or A 
General Map that Includes China, Chinese Tartary and Tibet.

1833 “Carte de L’Empire Chinois et du 
Japon” or A French Map of the Chinese 
Empire together with Japan.

I��*YLH[LK�PU�������HZ�ZOV^U�VU�[OL�THW��PU�7HYPZ�I`�1LHU�)HW[PZ[L�)V\YN\PNUVU�+»(U]PSSL��[OPZ�THW�PZ�LU[P[SLK�
“Carte la plus Generale et qui Comprehend la Chine, la Tartarie Chinoise, et le Thibet” or A General 
Map that Includes China, Chinese Tartary and Tibet.   D’Anville was then the Royal Cartographer of France 
HUK�OHK�HJJLZZ�[V�[OL�^VYRZ�VM�[OL�1LZ\P[�JHY[VNYHWOLYZ�PU�*OPUH�[OYV\NO�OPZ�MYPLUK�[OL�-YLUJO�1LZ\P[�+\�/HSKL��
^OV�^HZ�H�ZWLJPHSPZ[�VU�*OPUH���(Z�[OL�THW�P[ZLSM�Z[H[LZ��[OL�THW�^HZ�[HRLU�MYVT�Z\Y]L`Z�THKL�I`�[OL�1LZ\P[�
TPZZPVUHYPLZ�MYVT�����������\WVU�PUZ[Y\J[PVUZ�VM�[OL�,TWLYVY�2HUN_P�VM�[OL�8PUN�+`UHZ[ �̀��;OL�THW�ZOV^Z�
Hainan Island as the southernmost territory of China.  This digital reproduction is from the National Library of 
(\Z[YHSPH��)PI�0+����������4HW�:LJ[PVU�H[�94��������

c.    Published in 1833 in Paris by Conrad Malte-
)Y\U�� [OPZ�THW� PZ�LU[P[SLK� � ¸Carte de L’Empire 
Chinois et du Japon” or A French Map of 
the Chinese Empire together with Japan.    
This maps shops Hainan Island as the 
southernmost territory of China. This digital 
YLWYVK\J[PVU�PZ�MYVT�>PRPTLKPH�*VTTVUZ��O[[W!��
LU�^PRPWLKPH�VYN�^PRP�-PSL!3���,TWPYLF*OPUVPZF
L[FK\F1HWVUF��������� �QWN����

§
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37.   It is clear, patent and obvious from all these ancient Chinese maps, whether made by Chinese authorities and 
individuals or by foreigners, that the southernmost territory of China has always been Hainan Island. Throughout 
the Chinese dynasties, China’s territory never included the Spratlys and Scarborough Shoal.  There is not a single 
ancient Chinese map, whether made by Chinese or foreigners, showing that the Spratlys and Scarborough Shoal 
were ever part of Chinese territory.   To repeat, in all these ancient Chinese maps, the southernmost Chinese 
territory has always been Hainan Island.  

38.  When the Qing Dynasty ended in 1912, the Chinese republicans led by Dr. Sun Yat Sen established the 
9LW\ISPJ�VM�*OPUH���;OL�MVSSV^PUN�WYV]PZPVUZ�VM�Ä]L�*VUZ[P[\[PVUZ�VM�[OL�9LW\ISPJ�VM�*OPUH�WYV]PKL!

a. Article 3, Chapter 1, of the Provisional Constitution of the Republic of China of March 11, 
� ���Z[H[LZ!�̧ The territory of the Republic of China is composed of 22 provinces, Inner and 
Outer Mongolia, Tibet and Qinghai.”  As we have seen in the maps of the Qing Dynasty, one of the 
22 provinces is Guangdong, which includes Hainan Island as the southernmost territory of China.  

I�� (Y[PJSL����*OHW[LY���VM� [OL�*VUZ[P[\[PVU�VM� [OL�9LW\ISPJ�VM�*OPUH�VM�4H`����� ���Z[H[LZ!�
“The territory of the Republic of China continues to be the territory of the former empire.”   
The editorial comment in the Regulations of the Republic of China Concerning Rule over Tibet 
explains the words “former empire” as “referring to the Qing Dynasty.”

J�� (Y[PJSL����*OHW[LY����VM�[OL�*VUZ[P[\[PVU�VM�[OL�9LW\ISPJ�VM�*OPUH�VM�6J[VILY������ ���Z[H[LZ!�
“The territory of the Republic of China continues to be the traditional territory.” 

K�� ;OL�*VUZ[P[\[PVU�VM�[OL�9LW\ISPJ�VM�*OPUH�VM�1HU\HY`����� ���Z[H[LZ!�¸;he territory of the 
Republic of China continues to be the territory it owned in the past.” 

L�� (Y[PJSL����*OHW[LY���VM�[OL�*VUZ[P[\[PVU�VM�[OL�9LW\ISPJ�VM�*OPUH�VM�+LJLTILY������ ���Z[H[LZ!�
“The territory of the Republic of China shall be that encompassed by its traditional boundaries.” 

�����(SS�[OLZL�JVUZ[P[\[PVUHS�WYV]PZPVUZ�HYL�MYVT�HU�VѝJPHS�W\ISPJH[PVU�VM�[OL�7LVWSL»Z�9LW\ISPJ�VM�*OPUH�LU[P[SLK�
Regulations of the Republic of China Concerning Rule Over Tibet (China No. 2 History Archives, China 
0U[LYUH[PVUHS� 7YLZZ�� 1HU\HY`� ��� �   ��� ;O\Z�� HM[LY� [OL� MHSS� VM� [OL� 8PUN� +`UHZ[ �̀� [OL� UL^� 9LW\ISPJ� VM� *OPUH�
reiterated to the world that its territory remained the same as the territory of the Qing Dynasty, with Hainan Island 
as China’s southernmost territory.  

� ����<UKLY�PU[LYUH[PVUHS�SH �̂�[OL�LќLJ[�VM�[OLZL�\UPSH[LYHS�KLJSHYH[PVUZ�PU�ZL]LYHS�*VUZ[P[\[PVUZ�VM�[OL�9LW\ISPJ�VM�
China is to bind China to these declarations as against the international community.   In the Nuclear Test Case 

PU]VS]PUN�(\Z[YHSPH�HUK�5L^�ALHSHUK�HNHPUZ[�-YHUJL��� ���0�*�1�������� [OL� 0U[LYUH[PVUHS�*V\Y[�VM�
1\Z[PJL�Y\SLK!

     It is well recognized that declarations made by way of unilateral acts, concerning legal or factual 
ZP[\H[PVUZ��TH`�OH]L�[OL�LќLJ[�VM�JYLH[PUN�SLNHS�VISPNH[PVUZ��+LJSHYH[PVUZ�VM�[OPZ�RPUK�TH`�IL��HUK�
VM[LU�HYL��]LY`�ZWLJPÄJ��>OLU�P[�PZ�[OL�PU[LU[PVU�VM�[OL�:[H[L�THRPUN�[OL�KLJSHYH[PVU�[OH[�P[�ZOV\SK�
become bound according to its terms, that intention confers on the declaration the character of 
a legal undertaking, the State being thenceforth legally required to follow a course of conduct 
consistent with the declaration. An undertaking of this kind, if given publicly, and with an intent to 
be bound, even though not made within the context of international negotiations, is binding. In 
these circumstances, nothing in the nature of a quid pro quo nor any subsequent acceptance of 
the declaration, nor even any reply or reaction from other States, is required for the declaration to 

[HRL�LќLJ[��ZPUJL�Z\JO�H�YLX\PYLTLU[�^V\SK�IL�PUJVUZPZ[LU[�^P[O�[OL�Z[YPJ[S`�\UPSH[LYHS�UH[\YL�VM�[OL�Q\YPKPJHS�HJ[�
by which the pronouncement by the State was made.

;O\Z��\UKLY�PU[LYUH[PVUHS�SH �̂�[OL�[LYYP[VY`�VM�[OL�9LW\ISPJ�VM�*OPUH�HZ�VM�[OL�LќLJ[P]P[`�VM�[OLZL�*VUZ[P[\[PVUZ�PZ�
limited to the territory of the Qing Dynasty, with Hainan Island as the southernmost territory of China.   

40. As late as 1932, China has been telling the world that its southernmost border was Hainan Island.  
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In a Note Verbale to the French Government on September 29, 1932 protesting the French 
occupation of the Paracels, the Chinese Government VɉJPHSS`�KLJSHYLK!

Note of 29 September 1932 from the
Legation of the Chinese Republic in France

[V�[OL�4PUPZ[Y`�VM�-VYLPNU�(ɈHPYZ��7HYPZ

On the instructions of its Government, the Legation of the Chinese Republic in France has 
[OL�OVUVY�[V�[YHUZTP[�P[Z�.V]LYUTLU[»Z�YLWS`�[V�[OL�-VYLPNU�4PUPZ[Y`»Z�5V[L�VM���1HU\HY`�� ���
VU�[OL�Z\IQLJ[�VM�[OL�7HYHJLS�0ZSHUKZ��

The Si-Chao-Chuin-Tao Islands, also known as Tsi-Cheou-Yang and called the Paracel 
0ZSHUKZ� PU�[OL�MVYLPNU�[VUN\L�� SPL� PU�[OL�[LYYP[VYPHS�ZLH�VM�2^HUN[\UN�7YV]PUJL��:V\[O�*OPUH�
Sea); the northeast are the Ton-Chao Islands; the Si-Chao-Chuin-Tao Islands form one group 
among all the islands in the South China Sea which are an integral part of the territorial sea 
VM�2^HUN[\UN�7YV]PUJL��

According to the reports on the Si-Chao-Chuin-Tao (Paracel) Islands drawn up in the Year 
XVII of the Chinese Republic (1926) by Mr. Shen-Pang-Fei, President of the Commission 
VM� 0UX\PY`� PU[V�[OLZL�PZSHUKZ��HUK�[V�[OL�ÄSLZ�VM�[OLZL�PZSHUKZ�JVTWPSLK�I`�[OL�+LWHY[TLU[�
VM�0UK\Z[Y`�VM�2^HUN[\UN�7YV]PUJL��[OL�PZSHUKZ�SPL�IL[^LLU�SVUNP[\KL�������»�HUK�������»�
east.  More than 20 in number, large and small, most of them are barren sandbanks, 10 or so 
are rocks and 8 are true islands.  The eastern group is called the Amphitrites and the western 
group the Crescent. These groups lie 145 nautical miles from Hainan Island, and form 
the southernmost part of Chinese territory.  (Emphasis supplied)

xxxx

41.  In short, in 1932 the Chinese Government VɉJPHSS`�KLJSHYLK to the world that the “southernmost part of 
Chinese territory¹�^HZ�/HPUHU�0ZSHUK��^OPJO�MVY�[OL�ÄYZ[�[PTL�[OL�*OPULZL�JSHPTLK�PUJS\KLK�[OL�7HYHJLSZ��;OPZ�
KLJSHYH[PVU�JH[LNVYPJHSS`�HѝYTLK�[OL�WYL]PV\Z�VѝJPHS�THWZ�VM�[OL�:VUN��@\HU��4PUN�HUK�8PUN�+`UHZ[PLZ�[OH[�
ZOV^LK�/HPUHU�0ZSHUK�HZ�[OL�ZV\[OLYUTVZ[�[LYYP[VY`�VM�*OPUH����1HTLZ�:OVHS������54�H^H`�MYVT�[OL�7HYHJLSZ�
and 950 NW from Hainan Island, was never in Chinese history the southernmost territory of China.   

42.  The same is obviously true for Scarborough Shoal, which is 380 NM from the Paracels and 500 NM 
from Hainan Island.  Since Hainan Island or even the Paracels are the southernmost territory or border of 
*OPUH�HZ�VѝJPHSS`�KLJSHYLK�I`�*OPUH�PU�P[Z�:LW[LTILY�� ��� ���Note Verbale to the French Government, then 
Scarborough Shoal is not part of, and could never have been part of, Chinese territory. 

§
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Ancient Maps of the Philippines Made 
by Philippine Authorities or Foreigners
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a. Published in Frankfurt in 1636 by 
map maker Matthaus Merian, this 
map is entitled “China Veteribus 
Sinarum Regio Nunc Incolis Tame 
Dicta.”   This map shows China,  
2VYLH�� 1HWHU�� ;HP^HU�� HUK� 5VY[OLYU�
Luzon.  6U�[OL�^LZ[LYU�ZPKL�VɈ�[OL�
coast of Central Luzon, there is an 
unnamed shoal below the words “P. 
de Mandato.” The Spanish phrase 
“P. de Mandato” means the point of 
command – which implies there was 
a Spanish military garrison in that 
coastal place.  The unnamed shoal 
VɈ�[OPZ�JVHZ[HS�WSHJL�^V\SK�SH[LY�IL�
called Panacot by the Jesuit Pedro 
Murillo.  This digital reproduction is from 
)HYY`� 3H^YLUJL� 9\KLYTHU� (U[PX\L�
4HWZ��0UJ���O[[W!��^^ �̂YHYLTHWZ�JVT�
NHSSLY`�KL[HPS����������

1636 “China Veteribus Sinarum Regio Nunc Incolis Tame Dicta.” 

§
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1650 “Carte Generale des Indes Orientales et des Isles Adiacentes.”

§

b. Published in Paris in 1650 by the map maker Pierre 
Mariette, this map is entitled “Carte Generale des 
Indes Orientales et des Isles Adiacentes.”   On 
[OL�^LZ[LYU�ZPKL�VɈ�[OL�JVHZ[�VM�*LU[YHS�3\aVU��
there is an unnamed  shoal below the words “P. 
de Mandato.”  This unnamed shoal would later 
be called Panacot.  This digital reproduction is from 
)HYY`�3H^YLUJL�9\KLYTHU�(U[PX\L�4HWZ��0UJ������O[[W!��
^^ �̂YHYLTHWZ�JVT�NHSSLY`��KL[HPS���������
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1662 “Tabula Indiae Orientalis.”

c.  Published in Amsterdam in 1662 by Fredrick De Wit, this map is entitled “Tabula Indiae Orientalis.”  On the 
^LZ[LYU�ZPKL�VɈ�[OL�JVHZ[�VM�*LU[YHS�3\aVU��[OLYL�PZ�HU�\UUHTLK�ZOVHS�ILSV^�[OL�^VYKZ�¸7��KL�4HUKH[V�¹����
This unnamed shoal would later be called Panacot�����;OPZ�KPNP[HS�YLWYVK\J[PVU�PZ�MYVT�)HYY`�3H^YLUJL�9\KLYTHU�
(U[PX\L�4HWZ��0UJ���^^ �̂YHYLTHWZ�JVT�NHSSLY`�KL[HPS����� �;HI\SHF0UKPHLF6YPLU[HSPZ�+L���>P[��O[TS���
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1670 “Indiae Orientalis nec non Insularum Adiacentum Nova Descriptio”.  

d.  Published in Amsterdam in 1670 by Nicholaus Visscher, this map is entitled “Indiae Orientalis nec non 
0UZ\SHY\T�(KPHJLU[\T�5V]H�+LZJYPW[PV�¹��6U�[OL�^LZ[LYU�ZPKL�VɈ�[OL�JVHZ[�VM�*LU[YHS��3\aVU���[OLYL��
is  an  unnamed  shoal below the words “P. de Mandato.”    This unnamed shoal would later be called 
Panacot������;OPZ�KPNP[HS�YLWYVK\J[PVU�PZ�MYVT�)HYY`�3H^YLUJL�9\KLYTHU�(U[PX\L�4HWZ��0UJ���^^ �̂YHYLTHWZ�
JVT�NHSSLY`�KL[HPS����� �0UKPHLF6YPLU[HSPZFULJFUVUF0UZ\SHY\TF(KPHJLU[P\TF5V]HF+LZJYPW[PV�=PZZJOLY�O[TS���
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L����7\ISPZOLK�PU�3VUKVU�PU������I`�1VOU�:WLLK��[OPZ�THW�PZ�LU[P[SLK “A New Map of East India.”  On the 
^LZ[LYU�ZPKL�VɈ�[OL�JVHZ[�VM�*LU[YHS�3\aVU��[OLYL�PZ�HU�\UUHTLK�ZOVHS�ILSV^�[OL�^VYKZ�¸7��KL�4HUKH[V�¹����
This unnamed shoal would later be called Panacot. ��;OPZ�KPNP[HS�YLWYVK\J[PVU��PZ�MYVT�)HYY`�3H^YLUJL�9\KLYTHU�
(U[PX\L�4HWZ��0UJ���O[[W!��^^ �̂YHYLTHWZ�JVT�NHSSLY`�KL[HPS���� ��(F5L^F4HWFVMF,HZ[F0UKPH�:WLLK�O[TS���

1676 “A New Map of East India.”
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1697 “India Orientalis et Insularium Adiacentum Antiqua et Nova Descriptio.”

f. Published in Leiden, Netherlands in 1697 by Philip Cluverius, this map is entitled “India Orientalis et 
0UZ\SHYP\T�(KPHJLU[\T�(U[PX\H�L[�5V]H�+LZJYPW[PV�¹���6U�[OL�^LZ[LYU�ZPKL�VɈ�[OL�JVHZ[�VM�*LU[YHS�
Luzon, there is an unnamed shoal below the words “P. de Mandato.”    This unnamed shoal would 
later be called Panacot.� � �;OPZ�KPNP[HS� YLWYVK\J[PVU� PZ� MYVT�)HYY`�3H^YLUJL�9\KLYTHU�(U[PX\L�4HWZ�� 0UJ��
�O[[W!��^^ �̂YHYLTHWZ��JVT�NHSSLY`��KL[HPS��� �����
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N��7\ISPZOLK�PU������PU�4HUPSH�I`�[OL�1LZ\P[�
Pedro Murillo, this map is entitled “Carta 
Hydrographica y Chorographica de 
las Yslas Filipinas.”   This is the oldest 
map that gives a name to “Panacot” 
shoal.  “Panacot” is the Tagalog word 
for threat or danger.  Prior to this 1734 
map, no map had ever given a name 
to this shoal.  The map itself names two 
Filipinos, Francisco Suarez who drew the 
THW� HUK� 5PJVSHZ� KLSH� *Y\a� )HNH`� ^OV�
engraved it. This map is considered  the 
“mother of all Philippine maps.”  This digital 
reproduction is from the U.S. Library of 
Congress (Catalogue No. 2013585226; 
Digital ID g8060 ct003137). 

1734 “Carta Hydrographica y Chorographica de las Yslas Filipinas.” 

§
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1744 “Carta Hydrographica y Chorographica de 
las Yslas Filipinas.”

1760 “Carte Hydrographique & Chorographique 
des Isles Philippines.”

O�� � 7\ISPZOLK� PU� ����� PU�4HUPSH� I`� [OL� 1LZ\P[� 7LKYV�
Murillo, this map, also entitled “Carta Hydrographica 
y Chorographica de las Yslas Filipinas,” is a 
reduced version of the 1734 Murillo map.  This 1744 
Murillo map does not have the vignettes or scenes of 
people and places in the archipelago that appear in 
the 1734 map.  The map is signed by the engraver, 
5PJOVSHZ�KLSH�*Y\a�)HNH �̀��̧ Panacot” shoal is shown 
as in the 1734 map.  This digital reproduction is from 
[OL�5H[PVUHS�3PIYHY`�VM�(\Z[YHSPH��)PI�0+�� ��� ���4(7�
G8061.S1 1744). 

i.   Published in 1760 in Nuremberg by George M. 
Lowitz based on the Murillo map although there is no 
such acknowledgment in the map, this map is entitled 
“Carte Hydrographique & Chorographique des 
Isles Philippines.”   The map shows “Panacot” 
shoal.���;OPZ�KPNP[HS�YLWYVK\J[PVU�PZ�MYVT�)HYY`�3H^YLUJL�
9\KLYTHU�(U[PX\L�4HWZ�� 0UJ�� �O[[W!��^^ �̂YHYLTHWZ�
JVT�NHSSLY`�KL[HPS�������*HY[LF/`KYVNYHWOPX\LF
HUKF*OVYVNYHWOPX\LFKLZF0Z SLZF7OP S PWWPULZF
+LKPLLFHF:H�3V^P[a/VTHUU���/LPYZ�O[TS��
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Q���7\ISPZOLK�PU������PU�3VUKVU�I`�[OL�THW�THRLY�;OVTHZ�2P[JOPU��[OPZ�THW�PZ�LU[P[SLK�¸A General Map of the 
East Indies and that Part of China where the Europeans Have Any Settlements or Commonly Any 
Trade.”    This map shows “Panacot” shoal.��;OPZ�KPNP[HS�YLWYVK\J[PVU�PZ�MYVT�)HYY`�3H^YLUJL�9\KLYTHU�
(U[PX\L�4HWZ��0UJ���O[[W!��^^ �̂YHYLTHWZ�JVT�NHSSLY`�KL[HPS�����NO���

1761 “A General Map of the East Indies and that Part of China where the Europeans Have Any 
Settlements or Commonly Any Trade.”
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R��7\ISPZOLK�PU������PU�3VUKVU�I`�;OVTHZ�2P[JOPU��[OL�9V`HS�/`KYVNYHWOLY�[OLU��[OPZ�THW�PZ�LU[P[SLK�“East 
Indies.”  This maps shows “Panacot” shoal.  This digital reproduction is from the National Library of Australia 
�)PI�0+����������THW�YT��������

1770 “East Indies.”
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1775 “A Chart of the China Sea.”

l. Published in 1775 in Paris by D’Apres 
de Mannevillette, this chart is entitled 
“A Chart of the China Sea.”   The 
map shows “Scarboro” shoal.  The 
)YP[PZO� [LH� JSPWWLY� :JHYIVYV\NO� Z[Y\JR�
the rocks of the shoal on September 12, 
1748, and so European cartographers 
named the shoal Scarborough.  This 
digital reproduction is from the National 
3PIYHY`� VM� (\Z[YHSPH� �)PK� 0+� ���������
map-ra49-s32). 
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m.   Published in 1778 in London by R. Sayer and 
1�� )LUUL[[�� [OPZ� THW� PZ� LU[P[SLK� “A Chart of the 
China Sea and the Philippine Islands with the 
Archipelagos of Felicia and Soloo.”  “Panacot 
or Marsingola Bank” is the name given to one 
feature and  “Scarborough Shoal” is the name 
given to a nearby shoal, with the words “the 
Scarborough Sept. 12, 1748,” the date when the 
British tea clipper struck the shoal.  This digital 
reproduction is from the National Library of Australia 
�)PI�0+����������THW�YH���Z����

1778 “A Chart of the China Sea and the Philippine Islands with the Archipelagos of Felicia and 
Soloo.”
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�����¸4HW�VM�[OL�7HJPÄJ�6JLHU�IL[^LLU�[OL�*VHZ[�VM�*HSPMVYUPH�HUK�4L_PJV�HUK�1HWHU��
Philippines, and the Coast of China.”

1785 “Isole Filippine.” 

n.  Published in 1784 with the watermark PVL (Pieter 
van Ley), this map is entitled ¸4HW� VM� [OL� 7HJPÄJ�
Ocean between the Coast of California and 
Mexico and Japan, Philippines, and the Coast 
of China.”  This maps shows a shoal named “B. 
Mansiloc.”   This digital reproduction is from the U.S. 
Library of Congress (Catalogue No. 91680984, Digital 
ID g9230 Ih000015). 

o. Published in 1785 in Venice by 
Antonio Zatta, this map is entitled “Isole 
Filippine.”  This map is based on the 
Murillo map although there is no such 
acknowledgment in the map.  “Panacot” 
shoal appears on this map as in the 
Murillo map.   This digital reproduction is 
MYVT�)HYY`�3H^YLUJL�9\KLYTHU��(U[PX\L�
4HWZ�� 0UJ�� �O[[W!��^^ �̂YHYLTHWZ�JVT��
NHSSLY`�KL[HPS���������
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W�� 7\ISPZOLK� PU������ PU�7HYPZ�I`�1LHU�)HW[PZ[L�)��+»(U]PSSL�HZ�WHY[�VM�OPZ�Atlas de D’Anville, this map 
is entitled “Seconde Partie de la Carte D’ Asie” or Second Part of the Map of Asia.   The map shows 
:\TH[YH��1H]H��)VYULV��4VS\JJHZ��7OPSPWWPULZ�HUK�1HWHU��;OL�ÄYZ[�WHY[�VM�[OL�THW�VM�(ZPH�PZ�IHZPJHSS`�[OL������
China map of D’Anville.  D’Anville’s Atlas was later re-printed by Robert Sayer, Laurie and Whittle and others.  
This map shows “Panacot” shoal.   In the later reprinted maps of Sayer, and Laurie & Whittle, Panacot is called 
:JHYIVYV\NO�ZOVHS����;OPZ�KPNP[HS�YLWYVK\J[PVU�PZ�MYVT�[OL�5H[PVUHS�3PIYHY`�VM�(\Z[YHSPH��)PI�0+����������THW�YH�
39). 

1786 “Atlas de D’Anville.”
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q. Published in 1787 in London by Robert Sayer, this map is entitled “(�5L^�*OHY[�VM�[OL�0UKPHU�HUK�7HJPÄJ�
Oceans between the Cape of Good Hope, New Holland and Japan.”  This map shows “Scarboro” shoal.  
;OPZ�KPNP[HS�YLWYVK\J[PVU�PZ�MYVT�[OL�5H[PVUHS�3PIYHY`�VM�(\Z[YHSPH��)PI�0+����������THW�YT�������

�����¸(�5L^�*OHY[�VM�[OL�0UKPHU�HUK�7HJPÄJ�6JLHUZ�IL[^LLU�[OL�*HWL�VM�.VVK�/VWL��5L^�/VSSHUK�
and Japan.”
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r. Published in 1787 in London by 
Robert Sayer based on the 1786 Atlas de 
D’Anville, this map is entitled Asia and 
its Islands according to D’Anville.   
The map shows “Scarborough” shoal.  
The maps states that the delineations of 
all the discoveries of Captain Cook are 
included in the map.   This is a digital 
reproduction from an original map 
owned by Atty. Anne Marie Corominas 
of Manila and Cebu. 

1787 “Asia and its Islands according to D’Anville.”
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1792   Plano de la Navigacion

s. Published in Madrid by the +PYLJJPVU�KL�/PKYVNYHÄJH from the surveys of the Malaspina Expedition, this 
1792 chart (plano de la navigacion) is the route of the navigation taken by Alessandro Malaspina’s ship Sta. 
Lucia when Malaspina surveyed what is stated in the map as “Bajo Masinloc o Scarborough.”�;OPZ�PZ�[OL�ÄYZ[�
[PTL�[OH[�[OL�ZOVHS�PZ�HSZV�JHSSLK�¸)HQV�4HZPUSVJ�¹��6U�4H`������ ���[OL�KH`�OL�Z\Y]L`LK�)HQV�KL�4HZPUSVJ��4HSHZWPUH�
^YV[L�PU�OPZ�1V\YUHS�¸VU��[OPZ�ZOVHS��:WHUPZO�HUK�MVYLPNU�ZOPWZ�OH]L�ILLU�SVZ[�¹��;OPZ�KPNP[HS�YLWYVK\J[PVU�PZ�MYVT�[OL�
archives of the Museo Naval de Madrid, copied by the Philippine Embassy in Madrid.
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[�� 7\ISPZOLK�PU��� ��PU�3VUKVU�I`�9VILY[�3H\YPL�HUK�1HTLZ�>OP[[SL��[OPZ�THW�PZ�LU[P[SLK�“Asia and its 
Islands according to D’Anville.”  The map says that the delineations of all the discoveries made by Captain 
Cook are incorporated in the map.  The maps shows “Scarborough” shoal.  This digital reproduction is from 
[OL�5H[PVUHS�3PIYHY`�VM�(\Z[YHSPH��)PI�0+����������THW�YT�������

1794 “Asia and its Islands according to D’Anville.”
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1802 “A New Chart of the China Sea and its Several Entrances.”

1808 “Carta General del Archipielago de Filipinas.” 

u. Published in 1802 in London by Robert 
3H\YPL�HUK�1HTLZ�>OP[[SL��[OPZ�THW�PZ�LU[P[SLK�“A 
New Chart of the China Sea and its Several 
Entrances.”  The map shows “Scarborough” 
shoal,” with the words “Scarborough Sept. 
12th, 1748” and “the Negroes Head.”  This 
digital reproduction is from the National Library of 
(\Z[YHSPH��)PI�0+������ ���THW�YT��������

v. Published in 1808 in Madrid by the +PYLJJPVU� KL� /PKYVNYHÄJH from the surveys of the Malaspina 
Expedition, this map is entitled “Carta General del Archipielago de Filipinas.”  The shoal is called “Bajo 
de Masingloc” but the map also adds “o Scarborough.” This digital reproduction is from the archives of the 
Museo Naval de Madrid, copied by the Philippine Embassy in Madrid.  
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�̂� 7\ISPZOLK�IL[^LLU������HUK������PU�3VUKVU�I`�;OVTHZ�2LSS �̀�[OPZ�THW�PZ�LU[P[SLK�“East India Islands 
on Mercator’s Projection.”   The map shows “Scarboro” shoal.  This digital reproduction is from the 
5H[PVUHS�3PIYHY`�VM�(\Z[YHSPH��)PI�0+��� ������THW�YT��� ���

1814-1832 “East India Islands on Mercator’s Projection.”
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1818 “Asia.”

_�� 7\ISPZOLK� PU������PU�7OPSHKLSWOPH��<�:�(���I`�1VOU�7PURLY[VU��[OPZ�THW�PZ�LU[P[SLK�“Asia.”  The map 
shows “Scarborough” shoal.  This digital reproduction is from the U.S. Library of Congress (Catalogue No. 
2006636622, Digital ID g7400 ct1990). 
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y. Published in 1852 in Madrid by Antonio Morata and D. Francisco Coello, this map is entitled “Islas 
Filipinas.”  The maps shows “Bajo Masinloc.”   This digital reproduction is from the National Library of 
(\Z[YHSPH��)PI�0+���� � ���THW�YT�������

1852 “Islas Filipinas.”
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1861-1865 “ Esferica del Oceano Indio.”

z. Published in 1861 and 1865 in Madrid by the +PYLJJPVU�KL�/PKYVNYHÄJH, this map is entitled “Carta 
Esferica del Oceano Indio.”  The map shows “B. Masingloc.”   This digital reproduction is from the National 
3PIYHY`�VM�(\Z[YHSPH��)PI�0+���������THW�YT�������
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aa. Published in 1862 in Madrid by the  +PYLJJPVU�KL�/PKYVNYHWÄJH, this map is entitled “Carta General 
del Archipielago Filipino.”  This map shows “Bajo Masingloc o Scarborough.”   This digital reproduction 
is from the archives of the Museo Naval de Madrid, copied by the Philippine Embassy in Madrid.

1862 “Carta General del Archipielago Filipino.”

1866 “Plano del Bajo Masingloc.” 

bb. Published in 1866 by E. Wilds, the Commander of the English warship Swallow, this map is entitled 
“Plano del Bajo Masingloc.” This digital reproduction is from archives of the Museo Naval de Madrid, copied 
by the Philippine Embassy in Madrid.
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1871 “Carta General del Oceano Indico”.   

cc. Published in 1871 in Madrid by the :LJJPVU�KL�/PKYVNYÄH, this map is entitled “Carta General del 
Oceano Indico”.   The map shows “B. Masingloc.”   This digital reproduction is from the National Library of 
(\Z[YHSPH��)PI�0+����������THW�YT������
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dd. Published in 1875 in Madrid by the Direccion de Hidrographia, this map is entitled “Carta General del 
Archipielago Filipino.”   The map shows  “B. Masingloc o Scarborough.”  This digital reproduction is from 
the archives of the Museo Naval de Madrid, copied by the Philippine Embassy in Madrid. 

1875 “Carta General del Archipielago Filipino.”

�� ��¸*HY[H�.LULYHS�KLS�6JLHUV�7HJPÄJV�¹

ee. Published in 1897 in Madrid by the Seccion 
/PKYVNYHWOPH���this map is entitled “Carta General 
KLS� 6JLHUV� 7HJPÄJV�¹� � ;OL� THW� ZOV^Z� ¸)��
Masingloc o Scarborough.”   This digital 
reproduction is from the National Library of Australia 
�)PI�0+����  ����THW�YT�������
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1899 “Islas Filipinas – Mapa General – Observatorio de Manila.”

1908 “Map of the Philippine Islands.”

ќ�� 7\ISPZOLK�PU���  �PU�>HZOPUN[VU��+�*��I`�[OL�
1LZ\P[�1VZL�7��(SN\L�HUK�[OL�<�:��*VHZ[�HUK�.LVKL[PJ�
Survey, this map is entitled “Islas Filipinas – Mapa 
General – Observatorio de Manila.” The map 
shows “B. Masinloc.” This digital reproduction is 
from the Atlas de Filipinas, Internet Archive, Ohio 
:[H[L� <UP]LYZP[`� 3PIYHY`� �O[[WZ!��HYJOP]L�VYN�KL[HPSZ�
AtlasDeFilipinasColleccion
+L��4HWHZ;YHIHQHKVZ7VY+LSPULHU[LZ"HYR!
��� ���[�K���]�Q��

NN�� 7\ISPZOLK� PU� � ��� PU� )HS[PTVYL��
MD U.S.A. by Caspar Hodgson, 
this map is entitled “Map of the 
Philippine Islands.”   The map shows 
“Scarborough” shoal.  This digital 
reproduction is from the U.S. Library of 
Congress (Catalogue No. 2013590196, 
Digital ID g8060 ct003965). 
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hh. Published in 1933 and reissued in 1940 
in Washington, D.C. by the U.S. Coast and 
Geodetic Survey, this map is entitled “Philippine 
Islands.” The map shows “Scarborough” 
shoal with depth soundings. This digital 
reproduction is from the U.S. Library of Congress 
(Catalogue No. 2011592026, Digital ID g8061p 
ct003542).

1933 “Philippine Islands.”

§
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44. All these maps of the Philippines, from 1636 to 1940, a period of 304 years, consistently show Scarborough 
Shoal, whether named or unnamed, as part of the Philippines.  Colonial administrators, navigators, cartographers, 
OPZ[VYPHUZ��ZLHTLU��]V`HNLYZ��HUK�ÄZOLYTLU�OH]L�HSS�[OYV\NO�[OL�JLU[\YPLZ�JVUZPKLYLK�:JHYIVYV\NO�:OVHS�HZ�
part of the Philippines.

45. The 1898 Treaty of Paris between Spain and the United States drew a rectangular line wherein Spain 
ceded to the United States all of Spain’s territories found within the treaty lines. Scarborough Shoal is outside 
[OL� [YLH[`� SPULZ�� �/V^L]LY�� [^V�`LHYZ� SH[LY�� PU� [OL�� ���;YLH[`�VM�>HZOPUN[VU��:WHPU�JSHYPÄLK�[OH[� P[�OHK�HSZV�
relinquished to the United States “all title and claim of title, which (Spain) may have had at the time of the 
conclusion of the Treaty of Peace of Paris, [V�HU`�HUK�HSS�PZSHUKZ�ILSVUNPUN�[V�[OL�7OPSPWWPUL�(YJOPWLSHNV��S`PUN�
outside the lines” of the Treaty of Paris.  Thus, Spain ceded Scarborough Shoal to the United States under the 
1900 Treaty of Washington.  

���� <UKLY� [OL�7OPSPWWPUL�<�:��4PSP[HY`�)HZLZ�(NYLLTLU[�VM����4HYJO�� ���� [OL�<�:�� LZ[HISPZOLK�TPSP[HY`�
bases in the Philippines.  From the 1960s to the 1980s, U.S. military warplanes, together with Philippine Air Force 
warplanes, used Scarborough Shoal as an impact range when they practiced bombing runs.   Scott Tuason, a 
Filipino diver and author of several books on underwater wildlife photography, has taken pictures of wreckages 
of dummy ordnances in the waters of Scarborough Shoal.   Neither China nor any other country protested 
these bombing practices by American and Philippine warplanes, despite worldwide prior Notices to Mariners, 
through the International Maritime Organization of the United Nations, to keep away from Scarborough Shoal 
during the bombing practices.   If the Philippines can bomb a shoal repeatedly over decades without any protest 
from neighboring states, it certainly must have sovereignty over such shoal.  

The Historical Lies in the WPS 

47. The claim by China that the islands, rocks, reefs as well as waters enclosed by its 9-dashed line belong 
to China based on ancient history is glaringly false.  Since 6,000 years ago until the present, the South China Sea 
OHZ�ILLU�[OL�TPNYH[PVU�HUK�[YHKPUN�YV\[LZ��HZ�^LSS�HZ�ÄZOPUN�NYV\UKZ��VM�HSS�[OL�WLVWSLZ�HUK�Z[H[LZ�IVYKLYPUN�
the South China Sea. China’s claim today that the South China Sea belonged to China since time immemorial 
is an egregious historical lie, and patently contrary to indisputable historical facts.  Historical records actually 
show that ancient China, a land power dependent on an agricultural economy, is a latecomer to the waters 

Dummy Bomb in Scarborough Shoal
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of the South China Sea.  The sea voyages of Admiral Zheng He came several thousand years later to the sea 
migrations and maritime trading activities of the Southeast Asian peoples. 

���� :PUJL�[OL�:VUN�+`UHZ[`�\U[PS�� ����*OPUH»Z�VѝJPHS�THWZ�� P[Z�9LW\ISPJHU�*VUZ[P[\[PVUZ��HUK�P[Z�VѝJPHS�
statement to the world as shown by its 1932 Note Verbale�[V�-YHUJL��*OPUH�OHZ�HS^H`Z�VѝJPHSS`�KLJSHYLK�[V�
the world that its southernmost territory is Hainan Island.   China’s assertion today that its 9-dashed line claim is 
IHZLK�VU�¹HI\UKHU[�OPZ[VYPJHS�MHJ[Z¹�PZ�H�ISH[HU[�SPL��ZV�VI]PV\ZS`�JVU[YHY`�[V�P[Z�V^U�VѝJPHS�OPZ[VYPJHS�KVJ\TLU[Z�
and pronouncements. 

49. China’s 9-dashed line claim is on its face a 
gigantic historical fraud.  Under the 9-dashed lines, 
China claims that its southernmost territory is 
1HTLZ� :OVHS�� ��� 54� MYVT� [OL� JVHZ[� VM� )PU[\S\��
:HYH^HR��4HSH`ZPH���1HTLZ�:OVHS�PZ�H�M\SS`�Z\ITLYNLK�
reef, 22 meters under water, entirely within Malaysia’s 
200 NM EEZ and more than 950 NM from China.  How 
KPK�[OL�M\SS`�Z\ITLYNLK�1HTLZ�:OVHS�ILJVTL�*OPUH»Z�
southernmost territory?  Let me quote a fascinating 
HY[PJSL� VU� 1HTLZ� :OVHS� W\ISPZOLK� VU� -LIY\HY`�  ��
2013 in the South China Morning Post��^YP[[LU�I`�)PSS�
/H`[VU��H�^LSS�RUV^U�)YP[PZO�QV\YUHSPZ[!�

How did the Chinese state come to regard this obscure feature, so far from home, 
as its southernmost point? I’ve been researching the question for some time while 
writing a book on the South China Sea. The most likely answer seems to be that it 
was probably the result of a translation error.
In the 1930s, China was engulfed in waves of nationalist anxiety. The predation of the 
>LZ[LYU�WV^LYZ�HUK�PTWLYPHS�1HWHU��HUK�[OL�PUHIPSP[`�VM�[OL�9LW\ISPJ�VM�*OPUH�[V�KV�
anything meaningful to stop them, caused anger both in the streets and the corridors 
of power. In 1933, the republic created the “Inspection Committee for Land and Water 
Maps” to formally list, describe and map every part of Chinese territory. It was an 
attempt to assert sovereignty over the republic’s vast territory.
;OL�THQVY�WYVISLT�MHJPUN�[OL�JVTTP[[LL��H[�SLHZ[�PU�[OL�:V\[O�*OPUH�:LH��^HZ�[OH[�
it had no means of actually surveying any of the features it wanted to claim. Instead, 
[OL�JVTTP[[LL�ZPTWS`�JVWPLK�[OL�L_PZ[PUN�)YP[PZO�JOHY[Z�HUK�JOHUNLK�[OL�UHTLZ�VM�[OL�
islands to make them sound Chinese. We know they did this because the committee’s 
THW�PUJS\KLK�HIV\[����TPZ[HRLZ�[OH[�HWWLHYLK�VU�[OL�)YP[PZO�THW���MLH[\YLZ�[OH[�PU�
later, better surveys were found not to actually exist.
The committee gave some of the Spratly islands Chinese names. North Danger Reef 
ILJHTL�)LP_PHU��[OL�*OPULZL�[YHUZSH[PVU�VM�¸UVY[O�KHUNLY¹���(U[LSVWL�9LLM�ILJHTL�
3PUN`HUN��[OL�*OPULZL�^VYK�MVY�HU[LSVWL���6[OLY�UHTLZ�^LYL�Q\Z[�[YHUZSP[LYH[LK�ZV��MVY�
L_HTWSL��:WYH[S`� 0ZSHUK�ILJHTL�:PW\SH[LSP�HUK�1HTLZ�:OVHS�ILJHTL�ALUNT\��(UK�
this seems to be where the mistakes crept in.
)\[�OV^� [V� [YHUZSH[L� ¸ZOVHS¹&� 0[»Z�H�UH\[PJHS�^VYK�TLHUPUN�HU�HYLH�VM� ZOHSSV^�ZLH�
where waves “shoal” up. Sailors would see a strange area of choppy water in the 

James Shoal
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TPKKSL�VM�[OL�VJLHU�HUK�RUV^�[OL�HYLH�^HZ�ZOHSSV^�HUK�[OLYLMVYL�KHUNLYV\Z��1HTLZ�
Shoal is one of many similar features in the Spratlys.
)\[�[OL�JVTTP[[LL�KPKU»[�ZLLT�[V�\UKLYZ[HUK�[OPZ�VIZJ\YL�,UNSPZO�[LYT�ILJH\ZL�[OL`�
translated “shoal” as “ tan” - the Chinese word for beach or sandbank - a feature 
which is usually above water. The committee, never having visited the area, seems to 
OH]L�KLJSHYLK�1HTLZ�:OVHS�ALUNT\�;HU�[V�IL�H�WPLJL�VM�SHUK�HUK�[OLYLMVYL�H�WPLJL�
of China.   

���� (WWHYLU[S �̀�*OPULZL�SLHKLYZ�HUK�JHY[VNYHWOLYZ�JSHPTLK�1HTLZ�:OVHS�HZ�*OPUH»Z�ZV\[OLYUTVZ[�[LYYP[VY`�
L]LU�̂ P[OV\[�ZLLPUN�1HTLZ�:OVHS���*LY[HPUS �̀�UV�*OPULZL�JV\SK�OH]L�NVUL�HZOVYL�[V�̧ ]PZP[¹�1HTLZ�:OVHS���1HTLZ�
Shoal is the only national border in the world that is fully submerged and beyond the territorial sea of the claimant 
state.  

���� ;VKH �̀�^OLU�*OPULZL�UH]HS�]LZZLSZ�]PZP[�1HTLZ�:OVHS��[OL`�^V\SK�VJJHZPVUHSS`�KYVW�[V�[OL�IV[[VT�VM�
1HTLZ�:OVHS�JLTLU[�HUK�Z[LLS�THYRLYZ�[V�KLZPNUH[L�*OPUH»Z�ZV\[OLYUTVZ[�[LYYP[VY �̀��6M�JV\YZL��[OPZ�PZ�ISH[HU[S`�
contrary to UNCLOS, which prohibits any state from appropriating submerged features beyond its territorial sea.   
5V[�L]LU�4HSH`ZPH��^OVZL�JVHZ[SPUL�PZ�Q\Z[����5>�H^H �̀�JHU�JSHPT�1HTLZ�:OVHS�HZ�P[Z�ZV]LYLPNU�[LYYP[VY �̀���

���� )PSS�/H`[VU»Z�HJJV\U[�VM�OV^�1HTLZ�:OVHS�ILJHTL�*OPUH»Z�ZV\[OLYUTVZ[�[LYYP[VY`�NP]LZ�\Z�HU�PKLH�OV^�
K\IPV\Z�*OPUH»Z�¸OPZ[VYPJHS�MHJ[Z¹�HYL�\UKLY�P[Z� �KHZOLK�SPUL�JSHPT��)PSS�/H`[VU�PZ�JVTPUN�V\[�[OPZ�`LHY�^P[O�OPZ�
book Spratlys: Dangerous Grounds which will detail how China invented its 9-dashed line claim. 

53. Another obvious anomaly in China’s 9-dashed line claim is China’s insistence that what is internationally 
RUV^U�HZ�4HJJSLZÄLSK�)HUR��,UNSPZO�)HUR�PU�LHYSPLY�THWZ��HYL�PZSHUKZ��^OPJO�*OPUH�JHSSZ�¸Zhongsa Islands” 
�WS\YHS��^OPJO�TLHUZ�*LU[YHS�:HUK`�0ZSHUKZ���4HJJSLZÄLSK�)HUR�PZ�UV[�HU�PZSHUK�ILJH\ZL�P[�PZ�H�M\SS`�Z\ITLYNLK�
H[VSS��[OL�OPNOLZ[�WVPU[�ILPUN� ���TL[LYZ�ILSV^�[OL�ZLH�SL]LS����>P[O�HU�HYLH�VM�������ZX\HYL�RT��4HJJSLZÄLSK�
)HUR�PZ�VUL�VM�[OL�SHYNLZ[�H[VSSZ�PU�[OL�^VYSK����0[�PZ�UHTLK�HM[LY�/4:�4HJJSLZÄLSK��H�)YP[PZO�^HYZOPW�[OH[�YHU�
aground in the area in 1804.  

���� <UKLY�<5*36:��HU�PZSHUK�PZ�KLÄULK�HZ�H�UH[\YHSS`�MVYTLK�HYLH�VM�SHUK��Z\YYV\UKLK�I`�̂ H[LY��HUK�above 
water at high tide.  How a fully submerged atoll can be called “Zhongsa Islands” is yet another lie that China 
PZ� [Y`PUN� [V� MVPZ[�VU�JVHZ[HS�Z[H[LZ� PU� [OL�:V\[O�*OPUH�:LH�� �;OL�\UKLUPHISL� MHJ[� PZ�4HJJSLZÄLSK�)HUR��ILPUN�

4HJJSLZÄLSK�)HUR
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fully submerged and beyond the territorial sea of any coastal state, is under international law and UNCLOS not 
capable of appropriation by any state.  It cannot even form part of an Exclusive Economic Zone because it is 
TVYL�[OHU�����54�MYVT�LP[OLY�/HPUHU�0ZSHUK�VY�3\aVU���;OL�̂ H[LYZ�HUK�SP]PUN�YLZV\YJLZ�VM�4HJJSLZÄLSK�)HUR�HYL�
part of the high seas, belonging to all mankind. China cannot unilaterally appropriate for itself what international 
law and UNCLOS have reserved for all mankind.   To do so would amount to a grand theft of what belongs to 
all nations, coastal and landlocked. 

55.  Another glaring historical lie being spread by China is the claim that Scarborough Shoal, or Huangyan 
Island to the Chinese, is the Nanhai island that the 13th century Chinese astronomer-engineer-mathematician 
.\V�:OV\QPUN�HSSLNLKS`�]PZP[LK�PU���� ��OH]PUN�ILLU�VYKLYLK�I`�,TWLYVY�2\ISHP�2OHU�[V�JVUK\J[�H�Z\Y]L`�VM�[OL�
-V\Y�:LHZ�[V�\WKH[L�[OL�:VUN�+`UHZ[`�JHSLUKHY�Z`Z[LT����;O\Z��[OL�*OPULZL�,TIHZZ`�̂ LIZP[L�PU�4HUPSH�JSHPTZ!�

������������/\HUN`HU�0ZSHUK�^HZ�ÄYZ[�KPZJV]LYLK�HUK�KYL^��ZPJ�� PU[V�*OPUH»Z�THW�PU�
China’s Yuan Dynasty (1271-1368 AD). In 1279, Chinese astronomer Guo Shoujing 
performed surveying of the seas around China for Kublai Khan, and Huangyan 
Island was chosen as the point in the South China Sea.  (Emphasis supplied)

�����������;OL�HSSLNLK�]PZP[�VM�.V\�:OV\QPUN�[V�:JHYIVYV\NO�:OVHS�PU���� �PZ�[OL�VUS`�OPZ[VYPJHS�SPUR�[OH[�*OPUH�JSHPTZ�
to Scarborough Shoal.   

56.  However, in a document entitled China’s Sovereignty Over Xisha and Zhongsa Islands Is Indisputable 
PZZ\LK�VU�1HU\HY`������ ����*OPUH»Z�4PUPZ[Y`�VM�-VYLPNU�(ќHPYZ�VɉJPHSS`�KLJSHYLK that the Nanhai island that 
.\V�:OV\QPUN�]PZP[LK�PU���� �^HZ�PU�Xisha or what is internationally called the Paracels, a group of islands 
TVYL�[OHU�����54�MYVT�:JHYIVYV\NO�:OVHS�� �*OPUH� PZZ\LK�[OPZ�VѝJPHS�KVJ\TLU[�[V�IVSZ[LY� P[Z�JSHPT�[V�[OL�
Paracels to counter Vietnam’s strong historical claims to the same islands.  This Chinese VɉJPHS�KVJ\TLU[, 
published in Beijing Review��0ZZ\L�5V����KH[LK�-LIY\HY`������ ����Z[H[LZ!

 Early in the Yuan Dynasty, an astronomical observation was carried out at 
27 places throughout the country.  In the 16th year of the reign of Zhiyuan (1279) 
2\ISHP�2OHU�VY�,TWLYVY�:OP�A\���ZPJ��WLYZVUHSS`�HZZPNULK�.\V�:OV\QPUN��[OL�MHTV\Z�
HZ[YVUVTLY�HUK�+LW\[`�+PYLJ[VY�VM�[OL�(Z[YVUVTPJHS�)\YLH\��[V�KV�[OL�VIZLY]H[PVU�PU�
[OL�:V\[O�*OPUH�:LH��(JJVYKPUN�[V�[OL�VѝJPHS�History of the Yuan Dynasty, Nanhai, 
Gou’s observation point, was “to the south of Zhuya” and “the result of the survey 
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ZOV^LK�[OH[�[OL�SH[P[\KL�VM�5HUOHP�PZ����5�¹��The astronomical observation point 
Nanhai was today’s Xisha Islands.  It shows that Xisha Islands were within the 
bounds of China at the time of the Yuan dynasty. (Emphasis supplied) 

���� � � �*OPUH� PZ� UV^�LZ[VWWLK� MYVT�JSHPTPUN� [OH[�:JHYIVYV\NO�:OVHS� PZ�5HUOHP� PZSHUK�� �*OPUH� OHZ� VѝJPHSS`�
declared that Nanhai island is in the Paracels, and thus China can no longer claim that Scarborough Shoal is the 
5HUOHP�PZSHUK�[OH[�.V\�:OV\QPUN�]PZP[LK�PU���� ���)LZPKLZ��P[�PZ�X\P[L�YPKPJ\SV\Z�[V�JSHPT�[OH[�[OL�MHTV\Z�*OPULZL�
astronomer-engineer-mathematician would visit and write for posterity about a few barren rocks that barely 
protruded above water at high tide.  

�������6UL�JV\SK�UV[�PTHNPUL�OV^�.\V�:OV\QPUN�^LU[�HZOVYL�[V�¸]PZP[¹�:JHYIVYV\NO�:OVHS�^OLU�P[�^HZ�Q\Z[�H�
rock, with no vegetation, and did not even have enough space to accommodate an expedition party.  Worse, 
[OL�*OPULZL�OPZ[VYPJHS�HJJV\U[�[OH[�.\V�:OV\QPUN�PUZ[HSSLK�VUL�VM�[OL����*OPULZL�VIZLY]H[VYPLZ�VU�5HUOHP�PZSHUK�
clearly rules out any possibility that Scarborough is Nanhai island because no observatory could have possibly 
been physically installed on Scarborough Shoal at that time.   

� �� � � )HZLK� VU� [OL� L_[HU[� .HVJOLUN� 6IZLY]H[VY`�
I\PS[�PU������I`�.\V�:OV\QPUN�PU�/LUHU�7YV]PUJL��.\V�
:OV\QPUN»Z����VIZLY]H[VYPLZ�^LYL�THZZP]L������TL[LYZ�
high structures.  The purpose of the observatories was 
to accurately determine the duration of the calendar 
year. To operate such an observatory, one had to visit 
the top of the observatory every day of the year to take 
measurements.   There was simply no way at that time 
that such an observatory could have been built and 
operated on the tiny rocks of Scarborough Shoal.  

60.   In short, it is both physically and legally impossible 
for Scarborough Shoal to be Nanhai island - physically 
because no observatory could possibly have been 
installed in 1279 on the tiny Scarborough rocks, and 
SLNHSS`� ILJH\ZL� *OPUH� OHZ� HSYLHK`� VѝJPHSS`� KLJSHYLK�
that Nanhai is in the Paracels, more than 380 NM from 
Scarborough Shoal.  
  
The Historical Rights in the WPS

61.  Historical rights have no place in the South China Sea. First, UNCLOS extinguished all historical rights 
VM�V[OLY�Z[H[LZ�^P[OPU�[OL�����54�,,A�VM�[OL�HKQHJLU[�JVHZ[HS�Z[H[L���;OH[�PZ�^O`�[OPZ�����54�aVUL�PZ�JHSSLK�
¸L_JS\ZP]L¹�¶�UV�Z[H[L�V[OLY�[OHU�[OL�HKQHJLU[�JVHZ[HS�Z[H[L�JHU�L_WSVP[�LJVUVTPJHSS`� P[Z�YLZV\YJLZ�� � �-PZOPUN�
YPNO[Z�[OH[�V[OLY�Z[H[LZ�OPZ[VYPJHSS`�LUQV`LK�^P[OPU�[OL�,,A�VM�[OL�HKQHJLU[�JVHZ[HS�Z[H[L�H\[VTH[PJHSS`�[LYTPUH[LK�
\WVU�[OL�LќLJ[P]P[`�VM�<5*36:��4VYLV]LY��<5*36:�WYVOPIP[Z�Z[H[LZ�MYVT�THRPUN�HU`�YLZLY]H[PVU�VY�L_JLW[PVU�
to UNCLOS unless expressly allowed by UNCLOS.  Any reservation of claims to “historical rights” over the EEZ 
or ECS of another coastal state is prohibited because UNCLOS does not allow a state to claim “historical rights” 
to the EEZ or ECS of another state.  In short, UNCLOS does not recognize “historical rights” as basis for claiming 
the EEZs or ECSs of other states.   

62. The few cases where the waters beyond the territorial sea were still treated as internal waters because 
of “historical rights” all happened before the advent of UNCLOS, when the breadth of the territorial sea was 
Z[PSS� [OYLL�TPSLZ�� � �;OLZL�JHZLZ� PU]VS]LK�KLLWS`� PUKLU[LK�IH`Z�� SPRL� [OL�*OLZHWLHRL�)H`�IVYKLYPUN�4HY`SHUK�
and Virginia in the United States, or deeply indented gulfs like the Gulf of Fonseca in Central America bordering 
/VUK\YHZ��5PJHYHN\H��HUK�,S�:HS]HKVY���;OLZL�IH`Z�HUK�N\SMZ�HYL�HKQHJLU[�[V�[OL�JVHZ[�HUK�OH]L�SVUN�ILLU�
accepted by other states as internal waters.  With UNCLOS, the territorial sea has been extended to 12 NM, and 
a 200 NM EEZ has been granted to coastal states, removing the need for a state to invoke “historical rights” to 
exclude other states from its deeply indented bays or gulfs.   In none of these few cases has “historical rights” 
ILLU�PU]VRLK�[V�JSHPT�H�UVU�HKQHJLU[�HYLH�IL`VUK�����UT�MYVT�[OL�JVHZ[��VY�[V�JSHPT�HU�LU[PYL�VY�ULHYS`�HU�
entire sea bordering several states.  

Gaocheng Observatory
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63. Second, under UNCLOS the term “historic bays” refers to internal waters, and the term “historic titles” 
refers to territorial seas.  A state can claim “historical rights” over waters only as part of its internal waters 
or territorial sea.   The South China Sea, beyond the 12 NM territorial sea of coastal states, has never been 
considered as the internal waters or territorial sea of any state. Since time immemorial, ships of all nations have 
L_LYJPZLK�MYLLKVT�VM�UH]PNH[PVU� PU� [OL�:V\[O�*OPUH�:LH�� �3PRL^PZL��ZPUJL�[OL�[PTL�HPYWSHULZ�ÅL^�HJYVZZ�[OL�
ZLHZ��HPYJYHM[�VM�HSS�UH[PVUZ�OH]L�L_LYJPZLK�MYLLKVT�VM�V]LY�ÅPNO[�V]LY�[OL�:V\[O�*OPUH�:LH��0M�[OL�:V\[O�*OPUH�
were the internal waters or territorial sea of China, then no state could have exercised freedom of navigation and 
MYLLKVT�VM�V]LY�ÅPNO[�V]LY�[OL�:V\[O�*OPUH�:LH���0UKLLK��*OPUH�OHZ�Z[H[LK�[OH[�[OLYL�PZ�MYLLKVT�VM�UH]PNH[PVU�
HUK�MYLLKVT�VM�V]LY�ÅPNO[�PU�[OL�:V\[O�*OPUH�:LH��HU�HKTPZZPVU�[OH[�[OL�:V\[O�*OPUH�:LH�KVLZ�UV[�JVUZ[P[\[L�
its internal waters or territorial sea. 

64. The waters enclosed by China’s 9-dashed line claim are neither internal waters nor territorial sea of China. 
The waters cannot also form part of China’s EEZ or ECS because they are not drawn from China’s baselines 
and are beyond the limits of China’s EEZ and ECS as drawn from China’s baselines.  In short, China’s claim to 
the waters enclosed by the 9-dashed line claim does not fall under any of the maritime zones recognized by 
international law or UNCLOS – namely, internal waters, territorial sea, EEZ, and ECS - that could be claimed by 
a coastal state.   Only China seems to know under what maritime zone the 9-dashed line waters fall, but China 
is not telling the world except to claim “indisputable sovereignty” over such waters by “historical rights.”  

65. Third, under the general principles and rules of international law, a claim of “historical rights” to internal 
waters or territorial sea must satisfy four conditions.   One, the state must formally announce to the international 
community such claim to internal waters or territorial sea, clearly specifying the nature and scope of such claim.  
;̂ V��[OL�Z[H[L�T\Z[�L_LYJPZL�LќLJ[P]L�H\[OVYP[ �̀�[OH[�PZ��ZV]LYLPNU[ �̀�V]LY�[OL�^H[LYZ�P[�JSHPTZ�HZ�P[Z�V^U�PU[LYUHS�
^H[LYZ�VY�[LYYP[VYPHS�ZLH���;OYLL��Z\JO�L_LYJPZL�VM�LќLJ[P]L�H\[OVYP[`�T\Z[�IL�JVU[PU\V\Z�V]LY�H�Z\IZ[HU[PHS�WLYPVK�
of time.  Four, other states must recognize, tolerate or acquiesce in to the exercise of such authority. 

���� *OPUH�MHPSZ�[V�JVTWS`�^P[O�HU`�VM�[OLZL�MV\Y�JVUKP[PVUZ���*OPUH�VѝJPHSS`�UV[PÄLK�[OL�^VYSK�VM�P[Z� �KHZOLK�
line claim only in 2009.  Not a single country in the world recognizes, respects, tolerates or acquiesces in to 
*OPUH»Z� �KHZOLK�SPUL�JSHPT���*OPUH�OHZ�UL]LY�LќLJ[P]LS`�LUMVYJLK�P[Z� �KHZOLK�SPUL�JSHPT�MYVT�� ���[V��  ��
^OLU�<5*36:�[VVR�LќLJ[��HUK�L]LU�HM[LY��  ��\W�[V�[OL�WYLZLU[��;O\Z��\UKLY�[OL�NLULYHS�WYPUJPWSLZ�HUK�Y\SLZ�
of international law, China cannot claim “historical rights” that pre-dated UNCLOS.  Even assuming, for the sake 
of argument, that China has such “historical rights,” the entry into force of UNCLOS in 1994 extinguished such 
rights.  Under UNCLOS, a state cannot claim any  “historical right” to the EEZ or ECS of another state.    
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Conclusion 

67. Clearly, there is nothing “historical” or “right” about China’s 9-dashed line claim.  The 9-dashed line claim 
is based not on historical facts but on historical lies.  Since the start of the Song Dynasty in 960 AD until the end 
of the Qing Dynasty in 1912, a period of 952 years or almost a millennium, the southernmost territory of China 
OHZ�HS^H`Z�ILLU�/HPUHU�0ZSHUK�IHZLK�VU�HSS�VѝJPHS�HUK�\UVѝJPHS�THWZ�VM�*OPUH����(M[LY�[OL�LZ[HISPZOTLU[�VM�[OL�
Republic of China in 1912, the Constitutions adopted by China from 1912 to 1946 consistently declared that 
the territory of the Republic of China remained the same as the territory of the Qing Empire.  As late as 1932, 
the Chinese Government in a Note Verbale to France reiterated to the world that the southernmost territory of 
China is Hainan Island. These unilateral declarations of China are binding on China under international law.  The 
southernmost territory of China under its imperial dynasties was always Hainan Island, and has remained so 
under several Constitutions of the Republic of China. 

68. Neither the Spratlys nor Scarborough Shoal appeared in any Chinese dynasty maps, as obviously the 
Spratlys and Scarborough are several hundred miles farther south to Hainan Island.  In fact, the Spratlys are 
more than 600 NM, and Scarborough Shoal is more than 500 NM, from Hainan Island, at the other end of the 
:V\[O�*OPUH�:LH����;OL�*OPULZL�JSHPT�[VKH`�[OH[�:JHYIVYV\NO�:OVHS�PZ�[OL�5HUOHP�PZSHUK�^OLYL�.\V�:OV\QPUN�
LYLJ[LK�H�JLSLZ[PHS�VIZLY]H[VY`�PZ�H�KV\ISL�SPL�ILJH\ZL�*OPUH�HSYLHK`�VѝJPHSS`�KLJSHYLK�PU�� ���[OH[�5HUOHP�PZ�PU�
[OL�7HYHJLSZ��HUK�P[�^HZ�WO`ZPJHSS`�PTWVZZPISL�MVY�.\V�:OV\QPUN�[V�OH]L�LYLJ[LK�HU�VIZLY]H[VY`�PU�:JHYIVYV\NO�
Shoal.  

69. Numerous ancient maps made by Westerners, and later by Philippine authorities, from 1636 to 1940, 
JVUZPZ[LU[S`�ZOV^LK�[OH[�:JHYIVYV\NO�:OVHS��H�R�H��7HUHJV[�HUK�)HQV�KL�4HZPUSVJ��OHZ�HS^H`Z�ILLU�WHY[�VM�
Philippine territory. Scarborough Shoal has never appeared in a single ancient Chinese map throughout the 
long history of China.  Neither is there any historical record of any Chinese expedition to Scarborough Shoal.  In 
contrast, the Spaniards and the Americans extensively surveyed Scarborough Shoal during the time they were 
the colonial powers in the Philippines.   

���� 0U�Z\T��*OPUH»Z�ZV�JHSSLK�̧ OPZ[VYPJHS�MHJ[Z¹�[V�Q\Z[PM`�P[Z� �KHZOLK�SPULZ�HYL�NSHYPUNS`�PUJVUZPZ[LU[�̂ P[O�HJ[\HS�
OPZ[VYPJHS�MHJ[Z��IHZLK�VU�*OPUH»Z�V^U�OPZ[VYPJHS�THWZ��*VUZ[P[\[PVUZ��HUK�VѝJPHS�WYVUV\UJLTLU[Z���*OPUH�OHZ�
no historical link whatsoever to Scarborough Shoal.   The rocks of Scarborough Shoal were never bequeathed 
to the present generation of Chinese by their ancestors because their ancestors never owned those rocks in the 
ÄYZ[�WSHJL���
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